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ABSTRACT

The present work was undertaken in order to study mass
transfer rate by different hydrodynamic conditions in a vertical
parallel plate electrochemical reactor using copper electrodes
and dilute CUS04 in H2S04 solution as a indifferent electrolyte.
The types of hydrodynamics conditions were (a) developin~ flow
with sudden expansion at the entrance (b) developed flow with
sudden contraction at the exit and (c) developing flow without
entrance and exit effect. Current distributions under different

.-
II

hydrodynamic conditions were obtained by meKsuring the current of
different cathodes of varying length by employing the copper
deposition reaction from acidic copper S"" r,hate solution.

Mass transfer and other necessa>-y data were generated
by using the limiting current technicr~e"Results were obtained-

, I j
, I

for a wide range of flowrates'and compared with previous works.
Explanations have been presented for the similarities and dis-
similarities between the'present and past work wi,th special.
attention to the shape and c,ondition at the reactor entrances
and exit. Overall mass transfer correlations were obtained and
compared with the relevant equations found in the literature.

An extensive literature survey of the basic principles
governing the theory behind electrochemical processes and mass
transfer in different forced convection systems have been included.

I
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hass tr2~s;erstu~~es of c.iectrochemical processes are

rate of mass :L'E~nsfeJ::' is not un:LLo:t:'m aDd intensi-ve over the

whole of the elecc:,:,odethen .poor anei uneven deposition may

thorough understano.:Lng of the, J!Ja2S transfer meci::anisrr: together

vlith other Telatc~6_ t~~'8.nspo:ctp::coGesses . taking place within it.

I"lEiSS transfer pr'ocec.s );)ay go\'-e~cn .ChE; local current density and

local potential in a cell £, IIlh,~ ITJ2.ximuI:J. pract;ical operating

current in a reactor depends maj.JJ.lyon the hydrodynamic condi-
tions prevalent at the electrodes. Generally operation at low
current densities gives good quality deposits but the rote of
mass transfer is not uniform over the whole of the electrode
and locally high rates can cause poor electrodeposition.



Well defined and controlled forced convection can give rise to
better and uniform rates of deposition. The systematic treatment
of transport phenomena in chemical engineering has produced a
solid basis for analyzing free and forced convective mass transfer
in electrochemical devices. Applying analogies between momentum,
heat and mass transfer, electrochemical measurements provide in-
sight into the fundamental nature of free and forced convection,
especially for,flow cells under laminar and turbulent conditions.
This approach has!facilitated._the.obtaining of transport rate corre-
lations which are useful for design purposes in non-electrochemical
systems as well.

Experimental mass transfer data have mainly been obtained
in systems with long hydrodynamic entr~nce and exit regions, thus
ensuring that the flow is fully developed. ,..menapplied to the
design of practical cells such data result in overdesign. Moreover,
entrance regions of above kind are not desirable in a working cell.
Keeping the above,facts in view, the present .fOrkhas been under
taken to investigat.e the rate of mass transfer in the cathodic
deposition of copper from acidified solutions of copper sulphate
using a cell with sudden expansion at the inlet and sudden contrac-
tion at the outlet. So the present study will help in generating
design data that are more relevant to practical systems. This study
is also important industrially for electrorefining processes for the
dissolution at the anode and deposition at the cathode from a very
low concentration of ions. Although in the present system dilute
solutions have been preferred to keep the limiting currents small
and to cause slow dissolution of the anode, the experimental resu-
lts gathered can be adequately used for industrial processes.
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Inspite of the fact that in engineering studies of reactor
designs emphasis has changed from classical flow geometries, for
which theoretical solutions are available, to more specilised
designs, the present research work uses a parallel plate configura-
tion due to ease of design, construction and maintenance and for the
uniformity of current distribution.

In the study conducted by M.A. Chowdhury (1984) for variation
of mass transfer along the length of electrode, the cathode was
divided into fifteen sections. Although this enable to measure the
variation of mass transfer coeffici'out along the reactor, new boun-

i
dary layer always started at the l.':udingedge of a new section. To
avoid this problem, cathodes of different length situated at diffe-
rent positions of the cell have been chosen for present study.

The propcqcd investigation utilizes the eu - CUS04 system for
determines mass transfer rate. The reason for this is that a definite
limiting current plateau can be offered which determines the maxi-
mum rate at which a cel,lcan be e'ffeciently operated. Moreover,
the system is stable, has been used by previous workers and has
direct bearing on existing electrochemical processes.

The principal objectives of the present research are:
(1) The study of the effect of forced circulation on the

mass transfer rate with different hydrodynamics
conditions.

(2) To focus special attention on the condition of mass
transfer at the reactor of different length.
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(3) The study of the mass transfer coefficient
/

,/

I' and its variation along the different cathode length •..' , .

(4) To obtain empirical, orsemiemperical correlations
describing the mass transfer \'lithinthe reactor.',

I

A comprehensive 'irE!viel'lof relevant literature has
been presented herev[ith~'Experimental results ,~i~'prese;nre,d,

.•y ."". ~.\'1

correlated and discussed for the different modes of forced
convection. Comparisons have been made between the present

/,
study and the/previous relevant works.
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CHAPTER-2

ELECTROCHEMICAL PRINCIPLES

2.1 INTRODUCTION:

A review is made of relevant literature together with a
study of theoretical principles governing the electrodeposi-
tion of matels in an electrochemical reactor with special
emphasis being put on the copper deposition process. The main
electrochemical aspects that is considered are kinetics, mass
transfer principles, C1ITrentdistribution and electrode
geometry. The performance of an electrochemical reactor ~s

. -
strongly influenced by the above mentioned factors.

2.2

2.2.1

,
BASIC ELECTROCHEMICAL FACTORS:

Faraday's Law of Electrochemistry

The amoQ~t of products formed in an electrochemical
reactor is governed by Faraday's law of electrolysis which
states that the passage of 96487 coulombs of electricity
through an electrochemical cell produce in total one gram
equivalent of product at each electrode.

It
n ; ZF

where, I ; _:uaountof current passed.
t = Time of passage of current.
Z = Number of electrons involved in the reaction.
F = One Faraday (96487 coulombs).
n = No. of mole.
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Very often more than one reaction occurs at an elect-
rode, the ratio of amount of current consumed for a specific
reaction to the total current is known as current effici-
ency. In general the currency for the deposition of metal
is close to 100%, the difference being due to the hydrogen
evolution and co-deposition another metal.

2.2.2 Minimum Electr?lysing Voltage

In an ~le~trochemical reaction the free energy dif-
I .ference bet'fiee:o.products and reactants is positives in

absence of el.ectrolysis.Electrical energy is supplied to
increase the .:'=,eeenergy of the reacting species which
changes the .(('eeenergy difference to a negative value
and subsequently promote the reaction. This electrical
energy is supplied by applying certain voltage to the reac-
tor and value of the minimum electrolysing voltage for a
given process can be defined as the applied voltage nece-
ssary to keep the system in equilibrium when no current
flows. The minimum electrolysing voltage V. is relatedm~n
to the free energy change .t,:()r ..a cell reaction at a certain
temperature and pressure under ,thermodynamic equilibrium
and it can be written as:

L:>G = ZFV .m~n (2.1)

.e.G = the free energy change
V. = the minimum electrolysing voltagem~n
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The free energy change for the"reaction

a K + b B -------- c C + d D (2.2)

Can be written as:
LlG =Ll.Go + R T ln

Where GO is standard free energy change.
R is universal gas constant.
T is the absolute temperature.
a,b,c and d are the stoichiometric coefficients.

/
I

.aA,~,aC and aD are the activities of the species invorvec

If all the constituents are at standard state, the mini-
mum electrolying voltage will be standard minimum electro-
lysing voltage and it can be related to the standard free
energy change as

= Z F Vo.ml.n (2.4)

Where V~in is the standard minimum electrolysing voltage
corrosponding to unit activity of A, B, C and D. Substituting
for G and GO from equations (2.1) and (2.4), equation
(2.3) becomes:

oZ F V . = Z F V . + RTlnml.n ml.n
d

aD
ba .
B

•
m,,_

o RTor, V . = V . + ~F ~nml.n ml.n ul!"
(2.6)
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This leads to the Nernst equation:
V V

O RT 1 roduct of activities of reactantsmin= min- ZF n products of activ~t~es of products

The minimum electrolysing voltage is the difference between
the reversible or equilibrium anode and cathode potential which
can be expressed as:

Vmin= V - V
(2.8)a c

\.JhereVa is the equilibriuni-anode potential.
Vc is the equilibrium cathode potential.

(b) reaction at the electrode surface.

(c) bulk transport of the product from the surface.

basically proceed in the following three steps:

(a) transport of ion or reacting species to the
electrode surface from the bulk of the solution.

2.2.3 Mass Transfer in an Electrochemical SYstem

When electrolysis takes place the electrode reactions

The reaction at the electrode is a Charge transfer

The Copper deposition reaction considered in the

process and the SUpply and remOval of ions or reacting species
to and from the electrode is a bulk mass transfer phenomenon.

present study is a fast process, i.e., the charge transfer
step is rapid, while the rate of mass transfer of the reacting _
species to the electrode surface and the product to the bulk
actually determines the overall rate of the electrodeposition
process. These concepts are considered more fully in the
following sections.
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In the electrowinning processes, the copper deposition
takes place in an electrochem~cal reactor which consists of
impure copper anode and a thin sheet of pure couper cathode
In an acidified copper sulphate solution. At the anode metal
is oxidised and dissolved as copper ions as:

Cu ------,jo.- +2Cu + 2e (Vo = o. 34 v.)a

Where V~ is the standard equilibrium potential for the
,

reaction at the anode when all the species or ions present
are at unit activity. All the potentials referred to in this
section, whether due to anodic or cathode reactions are the
standard equilibrium potentials. As previously stated, the
equilibrium potential depends on the activities of the spe~ies
present in the system as well as temperature and pressure,
but for a rough estimation, the standard equilibrium poten-
tials will be used. i,

At the cathode the reduction of ion takes place to deposit
copper,

. +2
Cu . + 2e ....,.. Cu (vo = 0.34 v.)c - (2.10)

(

~.

,
l;--,.! _,

Thus, the theoretical minimum electrolysing voltage for, .

the overall reaction is (0.34 - 0.34) = 0.0 volts. At high
,

current densities and a sufficiently more negative cathode
potential, a secondary reaction occurs, namely hydrogen
evaluation as:

2H+ + 2e -------~ H2!
I

(va = 0.0 v.)c (2.11)
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The cathode potential should be controlled so that
hydrogen evolution reaction does not occur because it will
reduce the current efficiency of copper deposition in reactor.

2.3 PRACTICAL VOLTAGE REQUIREMENTS

The actual operation of an electrochemical reactor, the
cell operating voltage is larger than the equilibrium value
given by the Nernst equation and can be expressed by consi-
dering only one reaction at each electrode, as

(2.12)

where V is the cell operating voltage

na is the combined activation overpotential for both
processes.

nc is the combined concentration overpotential for both
processes.

Vs is the potential drop across the electrode.

An overpotential can defined as tne extra energy neces-
sary to reduce the energy barrier of the rate determining
step to a value that enables the erectrode reaction to proceed
at a desired rate. Activation overpotential, is due to charge
transfer mechanism and concentration overpotential is due to
the mechanisms governing the transport of ions or reacting
species to the electrode surface. Each electrode reaction has
associated activation and concentration overpotentials. The

I. . _ _ _

total activation and concentration overpotentials will be the
!
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difference of anodic and cathodic overpotentials at the
respective electrodes. The different types of overpot~u~lals
will DOW be cOnsidered.

2.3.1 Activation Overpotential

Activation overpotential is basically an electrokinetic
phenomena and is caused by the irregersibilityof electrode
process. The irreversibility or an electrode process increases
and the voltage applied to the cell is increased, 'altering

-the potential of each electrode. The change in potential is
related, to the-cell current. When the electrode reaction takesI

,
place, olectron or ion transfer occurs across the double
l'ayer';'Reactant and product species undergo adsorption, desorp_
tion, surface diffusion, nucleation and crystals growth on
the electrode where applicable.

A theoretical expression can be obtained for the acti-
vation overpotentials by considering the kinetics of a rever-
sible electrode reaction for copper deposition in equation
(2.7), i.e., copper electrode in equilibrium. with its ions
and extending this to a practical situation involving an
irreversible reaction.

The current density of deposition i.e., is related to
the overpotential by an Arrhenius type,of rate constant
(activation energy relationship). Thus an equation for the
cathodic current density can be expressed (if the concentra_
tion changes close to the electrode are small), as

- oe)

RT (2.13)



\.Jhere

where

12

i is the cathodic current density
io is the exchange current density, which is the

value of current density at equilibrium potential
of the electrode where the anodic and cathodic
currents are equals and it can be expressed as

KO is the standard rate constant.
C is the concentration of ions in solution.
oC is the fraction of overpotential assisting the

dis9harge process.,

For apPFeciableoverpotentlafwhen na is greater than
0.05 volts, the second term in equation (2.13) can be ignored.
This term represents the rate of reaction in reverse direction
which is insignificant at these conditions,consequently

i {
_ oC.ZRFTna}io exp ---- (2.14 )

Rearranging in a more convenient form we have,

1t)( =
a

RT
DCZF

RT
0<: ZF

In i (2.15a)

or VZ
a

= a + b log i (2:15)

where a = RT/ocZF In i
0

b = 2.303 RT/OCZF

r
(,
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Equation (2.15) is the "Tafel equation" I"lhichrelates
overpotential to the net anodic or cathodic current. Tafelequa-,

tion is most widely used especially for engineering purposes as
it has a practical form and represents the conditions in indust-
rial electrochemical reactors best.

The total cell activation overpotential is the difference
of the anodiG and cathodic overpotential separately. The variation
of activation overpotential with.temperature, pressure, current
density and electrode materials on which reaction takes place
can be correlated. In most electrode reactions it is difficult
to predict the dependence of overpotentials because or several
factors, such as the state ofthe electrode surface, its mechanical
treatment,. purity :of electrode, oxide formation and gas evolu-
tion at the electrode surface, pH of the electrolyte and the
state of electrolyte during electrolysis. This signifies that
the Tafel data.obtained under controlled experimental conditions
will not be totally applicable to large reactor systems, although
it will give correct order of magnitude.

2.3.2 Concentration Overpotential

As metal deposition proceeds in the electrochemical reactor,
the concentration of reacting species or ions close to the
electrode surface decreases in-the-absence of adequate supply-of
ions from the bulk of solution. This is associated with a rise of
electrode potential as given by the Nernst equation and is known
as concentration overpotential. The movement of ions controlled
by three processes:
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1. Molecular diffusion.
2. Reactant transported by macroscopic-hydrodynamic flow

known as 'convection'.
3. Movement of ions under .the influence of an electric

field, called 'ionic ~gration'.

The effect of ionic migration is usually very small in
practical electrochemical reactors, including thecopper deposition
systems, as the solution, contain excess of an indifferent elect-
rolyte, normally~ac.id, the hydrogen ion being the main species

that
Cu+2

carry the electricity through the solution rather than the
/ions. Convection effected by stirring or flow helps to keep

a uniform concentration of the electrolyte in the cell as well
,Ias near. to the electrode surfaces. However, ionic migration and

convection are.not sufficient to keep the concentration uniform
right up.to the electrode surface the depletion of ions at the
electrode occure giving rise to a concentration change adjacent,
to the electrode. This produces a layer near to the electrode
surface, i.e. a region of concentration gradient across its width,
in which deffusion predominates. The tli.icknes~f'oT-this diffusion
layer depends on the cell geometry, the hydrodynamic conditi611~\..-. .
of the electrolyte whether stagnant or agitated and the nature

of the reaction taking place.
In -Ingineering calculations a simplified concept of diffu-

sion layer thickness, based on Nernst(1904) diffusion layer
theory is used. Nernst and Mirrium (1905) proposed a diffusion
~ayer theory by ,using the analogy with the d ssolution of a
solid. They suggested that mass transfer occur by molecular
diffusion through a thin layer of stagnant solution close to the
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-nst :<iiffusionlayer can be expressed by using:F!,c.k!slaw of

electrode. This iayer has a laminar concentration gradient across
it with the outer edge maintained at the constant bulk concentra_
tion by convection and migration. The molar flux across the Ner-

diffusion as -.,--

/
iN ; ZF - C )s . (2.17)

b' is the thickness of'Nernst diffusion layer.c
CB is the bulk concentration of the solution.Cs is the surface concentration at the electrode.
D is the diffusion coefficient for the ions.

I
/

where N is the average molar flux over the electrode surface

sound expression for diffusion in com~

The Nernst theory is only a qualitative because the value

An alternative relationship for equation (2.17) can be

ofNernst diffusion layer thickness is always smaller than the
real diffusion Layer thickness and the value of the latter for
any system cannot be evaluated. The value of diffusion layer
thickness under ordinary mlXlng conditions is 10-4 to 10-6m,
but the field motion can be observed at the distance of 10-7m
from the electrode surface using a ultramicroscope. Though the
concept of a static diffusion layer is incorrect,Nernst theory
provides a reasonatJe

pletely stationary electrolyte processes but not really suitabl~
for flow systems. The diffusion layer thickness is determined.
by the intensity of stirring and to a'lesser degree by the pro-
perties of electrolyte, but decreases with increasing convection.

written Using mass ,transfer coefficient as:

(2.18)
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where K is the mass transfer coefficient.

The value of concentration overpotential can be
obtained by considering Nernst equation (2.8) applied to ionic
conoentration for a cathodic deposition reaction of .the form.

Z+M + Ze ----- M (2.19)

Before any external.l).otentialis applied to the
electrodes, the concentration of the ions will be uniform
through out th0 solution and the electrode will be in equili-
brium. The cathode equilibrium potential V is given by. c

(2.20)

wherev~- Ts the..standard equilibrium cathode potential assuming
uriit act.ivit-y"of metal and its ions.

If the,potential is V~ during operation when the
ionic concentration at the electrode surface is Os' then

The value.of concentration overpotential is given by

(2.21)

v.
c (2.22)

The simplification made for the derivation of
expression for concentration overpotential in equation (2.22)
is based on the consideration of perfectly reversible process
ana neglecting any kinetic effect. In practice most of the processes
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are irreversible for the deposition of metal or any other

reactions to occur.

~.3.2.a Concept of limiting current density
/,/

As the current in the electrodeposition ~f a metal inc-
reases, the concentration in the vicinity ofthe cathode dec-
reases until it becames so small that a substantially constant
current density is reached, giving the largest concentration

-.- -
gradient and the highes~ diffusion rate. This constant current
density is referred to as the limiting current density. The
lim.i'i;ingcurrent may also be defined as the maximum operating
current that can be",generated by a given electrochemical reaction,

;

at a given reactant concentration, under well established hydro-
/

dynamic conditions "under steady state.
According to thedefinition of limiting current, Cs becomes

negligibly small so that equation (2.17) become~

(2.23)

where ~ is the limiting current density."

For real procBss Cs is not zero and it has a finite value
for an electrochemical reaction to occur, otherwise the concen-
tration overpotential will increase to an infinite value. By
eliminating K and ZF between (2.18) and (2.23) the ratio of

concentration become

or,

i/~ =

C -CB s
CB

(2.24a)

(2.24)
t,
.jl
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Combining equations (2.22) and (2.24), the value or concentra-
tion overpotential is given by

..
l/) RT
.~ = ZF ln (1-i/~)
c

(2.25)

The effect of concentration overpotential in an electro-
chemical reactor can be reduced by increasing the mass transfer
rate (L e., decrea:'singthickness of diffusion layer), resulting
in an increase in the limiting current. The mass transfer coef-

. .
ficient depends on the shape and entrance condition of the
cell, the electrolyte and the reaction taking place. Thelimiting
current can be increase by increasing temperature of the elect-

,.rolyte causing an increase in deffusivities.

Fig. 2.1 shows the typical polarization curve characterized by
the occurance of limiting current plateaa and this is terminated
by the onset of a secondary "reaction, usually a gas evolution.
For the systems where secondary reaction affects the operation

Potential ('f)
Fig. 2.1 TyPical polarization curve
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of the reactor, most ofthe reactors are operated below the
limiting current. Although practical operation of electrochemical
reactors are carried out well below the limiting current, becausE
the application of increased voltage at this stage does not
$mprove the electrochemical reaction Rate and decreases the
current effeciency, limiting current measurements provide a
very convenient technique for mass transfer studies because
mass transfer coefficients (K) can be readily lli"daccurately
calculated from the experimentally obtained current plateaa

"..,

on a current density - potential plot as sho"ffiin figure 2.1.

2.3.3 Potential Drop in Solution

~hi~ energy expense is caused by a cha.'1.gein solutior.
conductivity and by the formation of poorly conducting films
on electrodes. This has also been designated as 'IR' drop. The
conductivity of an el~ctrolyte can be related to
the solution voltage drop by the following equation

IS
:;€

where S is the distance between the electrode.
-Ae'isthe electrolyte conductivity.

(2.24)

The conductivity of the solution can be increased by the
addition of excess indifferent electrolyte which is normally
acid or alkali and the presence of indifferent electrolyte
reduces the migration flux of the reacting species.



A desirable electrochemical reactor is one in which the
.

current is uniformly distEibuted. Irregularities from the avera~e.current densities and uneven potential distribution can lead
to a loss iIiproduct selectivity and local corrosion problems.
For a parallel plate reactor, having an electrode of equal area
on the entire opposite sides of the reactor one would expect
cUliform current distribution due to sYillilletry.~inenthe elect-
rodes are polarized the current distribution in an reactor not

Jonly depends on the geometry of the reactor lli~delectrodes
but also on the reactions occuring at the electrode surface,
the electrolyte composition, the effect of ionic migration and
concentration gradients and voltage drop within an electrode.
These effects are very important for 2ystems where reactions

r'

are slow, reactions occur in a narrow potential range, elect-
rolyte conductivity is low and where the cell is operating much
below the limiting current.

A material balance for a small volume of reactor with no
reaction in the bulk and assuming the concentration of elect-
rolyte solution is uniform, we have the Laplace's equation in
t~xee dimensional form,

..

. (2.25)

The basic solution of Laplace's equation represents the
limiting case where no polarisations are considered, assuming
the electrode surfaces are equipotential and this yields so-
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called~~~m~~y~ current distribution. Primary current distribu-

tion is a function of geometry of the reactor and electrode

and shows that the more inaccessible parts of an electrode

receive a lower current density~

Figure 2.2 shows the current distribution for a parallel

plate electrode with L = 2S and it predicts an infinite current

density at the electrode edge for a system where the electrode,

edge ~is not perpendicular to an insulating surface. Under the

appropriate boundary conditions, the current distribution for a
,

""parallel. plate e"lE2ctrodeis given by,,

where ~ =

E Cosh E'
= K' tank2E (sinh2E---Sinh2(2x-L) E-/L)%

i,

L/2S

(2.26)

iav is the average current density

K' = is th~ complete eliptical integral. of the first kind.

Current distribution lin

i
I

L ~I
Fig. 2.2 Current distribution at two planar 'electrode.

The primary current distribution for various ratio of L/S is

shown in Figure 2.3, which is independent or flow rate, since

Co:r-"TeC'7;ion is greater eno~gh to e1i.!nin::i.-t-c:; eoncentration
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variations and thus the distribution is symmetric. In practice
L/S is greater than 100 and poor current distribution is found
at the very edge of the electrode, even with L/S tending to

Limiting current
L/S=25

L/S=10

L/S=2
L/S= rI-

1

2

- - ---- -

i

j
/

1

infinity.
2

"

o
o .5 o

Dis:t;,"IJ.C .~ X/L

.Fig. 2.3 E ':kl!!,S:£7 agS:....1j.lli.til~,9icurrent distributions.
The influence of secondary current distribution comes

into effect when electrode polarisations are taken into account
and the electrolyte solution near the electrode is no longer
equipotential. The effects of polarisation tends to make secon-
dary current distribution almost uniform, i.e. achieve loaal
high level of current density than the primary current distr~-
bution, especially at the edge.of the electrodes becauses of
high overpotential limits the infinitely large current density
in primary distribution to a finite, though still a maximum
volume. This indicates ~hat the primary distribution features
remain present in the secondary distribution, an additional
resistance at the electrode interface is imposed in the form
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of very high activation overpotentialto smooth the non-unifor-
mity of primary current distribution.

As stated previously, the c~nt distribution in an
electrochemical reactor depends on t~volume of the operating
current. When an electrochemical rea~r is operating below the
limiting current, the current distri~t.ion depends on the shape
of the reactor and electrode, electr~ positions, the current-
activation overpotential relationship and electrolyte conducti-
vity. The exact solution of the Lapl~'s equation considering
electrode polarisations is very diffi~ult as it involves
solving a partial differential equatirvnwith nonlinear boundary
condition. The overpotential relationships in the layer next
to the electrode, either Tafel or linelU'isedpolarisation rela-
tionships provide a linear boundary c~~ditions for Laplace's
equation, and using these relationships a lot of workers obtai-
ned solutions for current distributions along the electrode
in the reactor of different geometry_

A third feature, concentration polarization, in addition
to activation overpotential and solution voltage drop, can inf-
luence the current distribution when limiting current is app-
roached. At limiting current conditions the current distribution
in the flow direction is determined entirely by hydrodynamic
and diffusion conditions because the potential distribution
out side the diffusion layer has no effect provided that reactant

~ concentration is zero. The current distribution for parallel
plate flow by electrodes is given by
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The distribution for complete limit~g current condition is

shown in figure 2~~cStawliore (1970)studied current distribution

in a parallel plate cell at limiting conditions and showed

that the edge effects o:lJ.(; '1.;0 UJ).(. \I (ellvelocl.ty gradients were very

small but operating at nlUe,)} Jov;c;,. GUf'J:'entd,ensities showed much

larger edge effects wi';;)] :i. '. /:i ,.2,
c. () '6~...:. (;.(.)),t:r::6

The nonunifo:t:'w.:i.\')'O:C (,\):,')'(;,):,. ril:istX'J,bution,especially at

the'large electrodes is d.12.(' '(;0 \,,<:-):'mj~laleffect and it increases

with the increase in (~:LC,(,b'(,)(ic j'C,s:;.st;ance,electrode spacing

and decreases in elec,t;,.o(icopl)'i.(:))',;:i.aJ,For celis operating at

lower currents and fOl, fl h:i.gh ('()))(li.u,tivii--ysolutions the effects

of activation ove:cpot,cn'i-:i.cJ".nd.:ionic migration must be consi-

stered. Since most pra(l'i:;c.Ld.('COLI,s 0l1era'Geat high current den-

si ty, distribution is ge):lC):H.:U.y d.::.c,';;.d:;ed by the cell geometry

and diffusion and h;ydrod.;pJ,.i,,:: C G (l();.)(;.i'(;j,OllS.

Whenthe reactOJc :i.8 ()j)C) 'LL :;.lJg below the l,imi ting current,

the distribution becomes ))JO)', ('())'J)1.icate.d.than secondary current

distribution involves B.)J,O\;j:".,:" dj i;JC:ns:l.onlessparameter, N;ilim/~ •

N is the ratio of the av(:)c,"6(:, i.uaS8transfer limited current

density to the "Primary'H CUJc)'entdensity corrosponding to unit

potential difference along the electrode. Newman(1973) was the

j first to analyse and solve the complex type of current distri-

bution for a rotating disc electrode with Parish (1970) ':for single

and parallel flat plat electrodes. Caband and Chapman(1976)

applied the orthogonal collocation technique to the~allel

I, plate current distribution problem and 'demonstrated the advantage

of this polynomial-approximation technique with respect-to

computer time and storage requirements.
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Chapter-3

LITERATURE ON ELECTROCHEMICAL MASSTR_~rSFER

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, work done by the previous researchers
in the field of mass transfer in parallel plate electrolytic
cell is reviewed. Most of the previous work has been confined
to laminar and turbulent flows in reactors with entrance length
or gradual expansion and contraction. Very little reported
on mass transfer studies in cel~s with sudden expansion and
contraction.

3.2 ~1ASSTRANSFER IN FLOW SYSTEM
Mass transfer in electrochemical system under ,flow

condition depends on the movement of ionic species, current
flow, electroneutrality and the hydrodynamics of the sy~tem.
The flux of any dissolved species ::>rions in dilute solutions
is given by

N. = -z. D-iFC.v<jl- Di 'lCi + U 0.1)~ .~ ~

wllereN. is the molecular flux of the species i~
~ is the valency of the species iu.
~

C. is the concentration of the species i~ ,
0 is the electrolytic potential
D. is the diffusion co-efficient of i~

U is the average velocity of the electrolyte
F is the Faraday's constant.
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For flow systems, equation (3.1) has to be considered.along"with
hydrodynamics and mater,ia'lsbalances of the system to obtain a
complete solution. A material balan~e for a species i for a
small volume of reactor with no chemical reaction in the bulk
leads to a differential conservation law

~C.
1. =~

-ll N.o 1.
0.2)

At steady state, the concentration C is independent o'ftime so
that dC./dt = O. Moreover, in a system where exc,ess of indif-
, 1.

ferent'electrolyte is present the ionic migration term in equa-
tion 0.1) can be n:eglected.,So, we have the steady state dii"fu-
sion equation of the form

2D, b C.
1. 1.

equation 0.3) can beF8~ritten as

dC. dC,
Ux ~ + Uy d~ + + 0.4)

For a complete solution equation (3.4) must be combined with the
equation of continuity and Navier Stoke's equation which

describe fluid velocity distribution.
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!"lASSTRAlWFER THEORIES IN ELECTROLYTIC CELLS

Mass Transfer in Parallel Plate Systems for Fully Developed
Laminar Flow

Under laminar flow condition with a fully developed
velocity profile, theoretical solution to the ste~dy state

,
convective mass transfer equation (3.4) is possible. For in-
finite parallel plates in z direction, the electrolyte velocity
in x direction Ux is a function of y only. Again, for small

•.-'"!!"'--

value of y the axial diffusion is much greater than the longi-
tudinal diffusion, and equation (3'.4)r,educes to

/

An exact solution of equation (3.5) has been presented
by Sellars, Tribus, and Klein (1956) for heat transfer follo-
wing the approach by Graetz (1983) for convective mass transfer
in laminar flow in pipe and an approximate solution of Leveque
(1928) for heat transfer on a flat plate. The leveque analysis
was applied to the analogous mass transfer case to obtain a
solution for electrochemical mass transfer and the solution
became as

Sh ; ; 1.85(Re Se d /L)1/3e 0.6) r
t
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where Sh is the Sherwood number.
Re is the Reynolds number
Se is the Schmidt number.
K is the average mass transfer coefficient.av
de is the equivalent diameter.

L is the electrod~ lE)ngth.

Equation (3.6) is valid for low values of (Re Se de/x) and
is probably the more usual equation for mass transfer between
parallel plates but applies strictly only to an electro-

;

refining process where the change in average concentration is
zero. This correlation for fully developed laminar f~ow gives
the lowest mass transfer rates and therefore, represents the
lowest design limit.

Pickett and Staumore (1972) derived an approximate
relationship for mass transfer co-efficient in a rectangular

•. . i '.'~duct of finite dimensions, using parabolic velocity distri-.-
butions in the y direction only, of the form

where ~ is the aspect ratio b/a
a is the width of the electrode.
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Rouser et al{1971) similarly showed for a reactangular
duct of finite width

Sh = 1.85"t" (Re Sc d /L)1/3e ,(3.8)

lfuere ~ is a correction,factor introduced'to the
Leveque solution and is a function of the aspect ratio. ',

).3.1.a Experimental Studies in Fully Developed Laminar Flow

The experessions presented 'in section 3.3.1 for mass
transfer in a fully developed Laminar flow condition have been
subjected to a larg~ number,of experim~ntal studies.

Experimental verification of the Leveque~Graetz solution
for a reactangular duct cell was shown by Tobias and Hickman
(1965) who used electrodes which extended across the wall of
the ducts with a horizontal flow of solution. They obtained

. ,
:( ';
\

(3.8a)Sh = 1.85 (Re Sc de/L)1/3

for de/b> 1.85

which exactly tallied with the theoretical prediction.
Pickett and Sta=ore (1972) 'correlated their experimental

data for a rectangular duct of asp,ectratio of 0.167 and 0.175
in the range of 200<Re <2000, 100<Sc<3500 ,0~25<d /L (1 as, e ,

i
I
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Most recently, Ali~(1982) carried out experiments in a
reactangular duct cell of aspect ratio 0.95 with a divergent
diffuser exit, convergent reducer outlet and no entrance length.
He has come up with an overall mass transfer correlation for
laminar flow conditions of the form

(3.10)

Which compares veryfevourable with the Walker and Wragg (1980)
prediction.

Ali and Chowdhury (1985) correlated their experimental
data for a verti~al parallel plate electrochemical 'Reactor.

I

The overall mass,'transfer in the range ,1.75< L/cie<10; for
fully developed Laminar flow, can be expressed as

Sh = 2.7 (Re, Sc, d /L*)1/3e (3.11)

where L~ is the length of electrode measure downstream from
reattachment point.

3.3.2 Mass Transfer in Turbulent Flow

The most useful empirical expression available for mass
transfer in turbulent flow is the Chilton and Colburn (1934)
heat transfer relation

(3.12)

,-
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where St is the Stanton number
Pr is the Prandtle number
JH is the Colburn J factor for heat transfer.

The right hand side of equation (3.12) is equal to
( ) -0.2half the empirical friction factor f defined as f = 0.046 Re

and this leads to a general relationship for mass transfer as

or, Sh = 0.023 ReO.8 sc1/3

(3.13a)

where Stm is the ma9s transfer Stanton number.

Equation (3.13) is a well known empirical correlation
,Ifor predicting mass transfer in turbulent flow and has been

applied successfully to various flow systems. Hubbard and
Lightfoot (1966) concluded from a statistically evaluated
experimental study that mass transfer in turbulent conditions
is best represented by Chilton and Colburn analogy in the
ranges of 104-<Re<5 x 104-and 1<Sc <1000.

Ali (1982) also performed some.experimental work in
this field. For turbulent flow conditions within his reactor
and for distance of L/de = 7.2 from the leading edge of the.
electrode he represented data by the following correlation

Sh = 0.089 ReO.92 sc1/3 (d /L)0.16e , (3.14-)

•\
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/

For length Reynolds number greater than 17000 the rela-
tionship obtained is

Ali and Chowdhury (1985) correlated mass transfer in
the range, 0.7 <L*/de' (10 for fully developed turbulent flow,
as

0.16a)

For comparisonpurposes,-equation (3.16a) may be expressed
without considerrng the term L*/de as

0.16)

All the correlations mentioned in this section are for
fully developed' velocity and concentration profiles and limited
in application because they cannot be used for reactors in
which the flow is not fully developed i.e. where the velocity
and concentration fields are still at the stage of development,
such as the entrance and exit regions of reactors where the flow

-, ,

is subjected to sudd~n expansion and contraction respectively. '
However, they represent a good basis for comparison of developing-
and developed flow systems •

•
SIMULTANEOUSLY DEVELOPING FLOW AND MASS TRANSFER

Bird et al (1969) developed an eq~ation for flow in a
duct which is suitable for situations when the flow,has not fully
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developed but is laminar. They considered the situation where
there is a uniform velocity and the system is shown in Fig. 3.1.

The authors-defined dimensionless quantities as

x Y•de'

~C= Cn = Canst •
.0

y
,,

'-------"-.X
/

~ C = CS

PZZ/ ZZ////Z// //Z/Z/1

Fig. 3.1: Velocity vrofile with concentration gradient

Ignoring diffusion in the direction of flow they obtained

0.18)

\fhichwhen solved with the relevant boundary conditions yields

Sh = K deav
D

2
= ..r;r

(Re Sc ~ /L)Y<>e

An approximate mass transfer correlation for laminar
flow was obtained from the boundary layer theory by Eckert (1930).
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It is

Sh =
K Lav.

D = 0.646R~~ Sc1/3 (3~20)

3.3.3.a Experimental St.udies of Simultaneously Developing Flow and
Mass Transfer

Bazan and Arvia (1964) using characteristic dimension
of equivalent diameter for a rectangular duct correlated their
data as

(3.21)

Wasan et al (1971) obtained a numerical solution for mass
transfer in react angular ducts for turbulent flow in the form

.
Sh = 0.24 R~0.6 Sc1/3(d /L)0.3e (3.22)

This equa~ion is applicable for small L/de•
Using electrochemical methods to measure mass transfer

coefficient for turbulent flow conditions in the entrance region
for developing mass transfer boundary layer, Berger and liau
(1977) correlated their experimental data by

Sh = 0.0165 ReO.86 scO.35

Pickett and Stanmore (1972) obtained an empirical.
equation

Sh = 0.145 ReO.6 Sc1/3 (d /L)l4e . (3.24)

which is appropriate for a parallel plate with L/de 7.5.



3.4 EF:B'ECT OF SUDDEN EXPANSION AND CONTIUCTION ON IjASoTI1ANSFE.i:

All of the studies previously mentioned, were carriei
out on ~he effects of flow on mass transfer rate In cells ¥here
the flow cross-section remained unaltered at the entrance. In
practice however, the flow inlets and outlets in cells maybe
of varing. shape e.g., sudden expansion at the entrance and
sudden contraction at the exit, gradual exp~~sion during ~~try
in a diffuser and gradual contraction during exit in a reducer
etc. The shape of the velocity profile is changed by varin~ the
shape of the flow entrance and its effect can be observed quite

Ia distance downstream from the entrance. In order to study the
effects of expansion ~nd contraction on mass transfer rate at
flow entrance and exit in a cell, the problem of secondary flow
and backmixing, boundary layer separation, reattachment and
redevelopment regions within the cell as well as development
of hydrodynamic and mass transfer boundary layers should be
considered.

3.4.1. Effect of Flow Entrance Shape on Flow Developments and Mass
Transfer

Point of reattachment

Fig. 3.2 Velocity profile .change due ,.tosudden expansion
". . /and contraction.
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After sudden expansion, a secondary flow occurs in the
boundary layer due to a superimposed external flow field and
its direction deviates from that of the external flow. The
particles, near the flow axis have a higher velocity and are
acted on-by a larger centrifugal force than the slower particles

\near the wall and this leads to secondary flow directed out
wards in the centre and inward near the wall.

Regions Df boundary layer separation and back flow are
formed due to secondary flows and backflow in the boundary layer
leads to the formation of eddies. These eddies occur in the
regions where there is an adverse pressure gradient. In the
initial section of a sudden expansion cell a rapid decrease of
velocity near the wall in the direction of flow happens due to
the increase in the cross section and this results in high
shear stress which move inward as the flow passes through.
The turbulence generated by the high shear stress enhances
the interchange enel'gy(i.e., kinetic energy is transferred
into pressure energy as given by Bernouillis equation). Fluid
elements in the bcundary layer lose all their kinetic energy as
they are slowed down by friction and pressure forces so that
they come to rest. Since the wall flow is still subjected to the
bulk pressure gradient, it moves :'cci(l':ardupstream in opposition
to the main flow as depicted in figure 3.2. As a'result large
scale separation occurs and the flow near the wallis very much
disturbed with the areas of reverse flow. Following the separa-
tion comes the point of reattachment and subsequently redeve-
lopment of the boundary layer occurs. Then comes the sudden
contraction of the flow channel at the exit, but this does not
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cause any secondar~y flow ~ boundary layer- sepaJ.:2tJ_on or- back-

mixing, although slight turbulence may be created just up str",,;,
from the out let •

•Krall and Sparrow (1966) investigated the heat transfer
in the separated, reattached and redeveloped rel~ions in a
circular pipe by passing flow through orificen varyin[; from
~ to 2/3 of pipe diameter. They found that the position of the
maximum heat transfer co-efficient is independent ofReynold's
number although its value is directly propertional to the
Reynold's number. According to them, the ,position of maximlli~
is consistent viith the point of flo" reattachment, but as the
degree of separation increases the po~nt of ma~imuR heat transfer
becomes less defined and spread out due to viol eDt eddyinc
effect. In recent times, Ru.'lchal(1971), hilsOil (1974), and \;rags
Tagg and Patrick (1979) have studied axial local IDass transfer
distributions immediately downstream of sudden changes in flow
cross-sectional area using the limiting current technique.
Their results were in good agreement with those of Krall and
Sparrow (1966). They found the value of mass trac"'lsferco-effi-
cient for fully developed turbulent flow to be in agreement with
the Dittus Boelter equation. Their correlation was

Sh = 0.023 ReO.88 ScO.4 (3.25)
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3.5 THE MASS TRANSFER BOUNDARY LAYER

During electrolyte flow past an electrode from or to
which mass transfer under transport control is taking place,
there exits near the surface a region in which the concentration
of the reacting species is different from that i~ the bulk of
the solution. This region is referred to'as the mass transfer
boundary Layer. Within this boundary layer almost al} the con-
centration changes from the surface to the bulk value. With
the increase in the distance from the leading edge of the
electrode, the'thickness of the mass transfer goundary layer

i
increases due to/the fact 'that more ions diffused from the
electrolyte adjacent to the electrode surface. Consequently,
the boundary layer thickness increases'from zero at the leading
edge to an almost constant value some way down the electrode.

In the theoretical derivations which follow expressions
for the thickness of the mass transfer boundary layer have been
derived for different hydrodynamic and electrochemical situa-
tions.

,
In deriving the relationships a steady state situation

as regards mass balance within the boundary layer has been assu-
med. This emplies that when, due to fl~w, fresh electrolyte is
brought into the layer adjacent to the surface, an equilibrium, is
set up at all points along the electrode between ionic transfer
by diffusion normal to the surface and connection parallel to it.
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The hydrodynamic boundary layer and the mass trWlsfer boundary
1 h. ". :z 3ayer are sown In .Llg •. J ••

Anode
yz /2 7 J?Z//?/ 27/7727 (?)Z?? II? 7 / ZZZZI

layer

Fig. 3.3 Hydrodynamic and the mass transfer boundary
layer in flow c¥=l,,",l~.,-- _

3.5.1 Theoretical Correlations

IVbenthe flow over the anode plate is laminar, Eckert's (1930)
cubic velocity profile leads to the following expression

V3- =..,.,yVb C
(3.26)

from which the hydrodynamic boundary layer has the dimension,

( = .4.64 R -0 •5o ex (3.27)

(3.28)- D

and relavant integrated mass transfer boundary layer eQuation

is.of the form

~ ~~C(Ci_C)V.dY =
o. ;
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/,,'.

Wranglen and Nilsson (1962) applied Eckert's procedure
to the case of a flat cathode and found that}the mass transfer
boundary layer thickness ~depends not only on the Reynolds "
number ."andSchmidt groups, but also on the electrode length.
Their expression was

(i) Laminar flow
Cc ° 33 -0.5 [ .751.33
~ x = 4.53Sc-. Rex ~1-(X~)-l

(ii) Turbulent flow

0.29)

° 6[ :910.33Re: . ~1-(X~).J " 0.30)

3.6 EFFECT OF ENTRY LENGTH ON MASS TRANSFER

The implicit assumption in all cases considered in
this chapter that the electrode are sufficiently remote from
the reactor entrance for the flow to be fully developed.
Practical reactors do not have much entrances nor indeed,
they are desirable as a developing flow will give rise to
enhance mass transfer at the upstream end of the electrode.
The flow down stream is subJected to friction at the walls
and the velocity distribution "is"gradually altered untill
at some point, x = Le, a fully developed flow is achieved.
The distance Le is known as the hydrodynamic entrance Length.

. ,~
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Theoretical predictions ofLe have been attempted by
Sparrow (1955) for the infinite width case and Han (1960)
for the finite channel. Sparrow's result is

L = 0.00648 Ree 0.31) ,

For small aspect ratios (i<:0.2) it is possible to express
Han's predictions by the equation

-2 0.32)

Both of these are liable to overestimateLe by a considerable
amount since some velocity profile development will probably
occur before the reactor entrance due to connecting pipe work.
For- an aspect ratio of 0.175, Han obtained

No general relationships are\available to predict entrance
length for the flow to be fully developed turbulent flow,
but it depends on the shape of the entrance to the duct
and the turbulence of the entering fluid.

Schiller and Kissten (1929) showed that an entrance
length greater than five diamete~s were need~d for a fully
developed turbulent flow in a pipe. Dussler (1955) showed
that the local friction factor becomes constant 'after about
six diameters showing that near to the wall the hydrodynamic

l
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and mass transfer boundary layer developed in a short dis-
tance. The length of entrance section where the mass transfer
rate varies is independent of Sc and is given by Landan and
Tobias (1976) ~

-0.57
Le = .756 Re de (3.34)

Eckert (1959) has solved the integrated mass transfer boundary
layer equation (3.28) for laminar where boundary layer start
at x = xo• and has found-the following-correlation

<-0.5 -1/3 x .75 1/3
qC/x = 4.64Rex Sc (1-(~) ) (3.35)

1/3 .75 -1/3
Sc (1-(xo/x) )

When -x = 0o

-.5 1/3
Shx = 0.646Rex Sc - -(3.37)

~C/x
-0.5 -r= 4 64 Re Sc 3• x • • (3.38)
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Chapter-4

EQUIPl'1Eli'T AND EYJ'ERIliENTAL PROCEDURE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

A number of experiments' were performed with a vertical
parallel plate cell having copper electrodes using O.015M
copper sulphate in 1.5 M sulphuric acid as electrolyte. The
copper-copper sulphate system was been chosen because it is
stable'and remains uncatalysed by light. The cathodic reaction
is mass transfer controlled, has been used by previous workers
and has direct bearing on existing electrochemical processes.
Cathodes of different length have been used to s~udy the
variation of massltrElllsferrate at different positions from
the leading edge of the electrode. This is unlike the study of
Chowdhury (1984) who studied the mass transfer rate along
the length of electrode, and cathode, was divided into fifteen
sections. Although this enabled to measure the variation of
mass transfer coefficient along the electrode, but new boundary
layer always started at the leading edge of a new section. 'To
avoid this problem, cathodes of different length situated at
different positions of the cell have been chosen for,'present
study.

4.2 1~~IN EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

4.2.1 The Electrochemical Cell

The cell used in this investigation is simple in cons-
truction with five main sections, the inlet ,section, the anode
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side, the cathode side, the side plate and the exit section., ,

The inlet and exit sections are provided to connect the cell
with the flow circuit via 1" PVC tubing •.All the five sections
are detactable with the exception that the side plates are
permanently attached to the anode side. The electrolyte
entered at the bottom and flowed upward. There was no entrance
length allowed so that the mass transfer boundary layer and

"'hydrodynamic boundary layer starte~ at the leading edge of the
electrode. Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 shows the five main
units of the cell with detailed dimensions. Figure 4.6 is a
sketch of the assembled cell with relevant dimensions as
seen from the cathode side.

The cell was.constructed out of perspex, the main body
of the cell consisting of anode side; cathode side and side
plates measuring 38.3 cm x 10.4 cm x 4.4 cm, with anode and

.
cathode plates each having dimensions of 38.3 cm x 10.4 cm x,

1.2 cm. The anode and cathode was kept at a distance of 2 cm
from one another by two side plates (38.3 cm x 2.4 cm x 2 cm)
providing a total effective cross-sectional flow area .of5 cm x
2 cm (10 cm2). The anode was a peice of 1/8" thick cDpper
plate (30 cm x 5 cm) glued with Araldite 'intb a groove of the
same size and depth- of 1/8" made into the perspex wall. The
side perspex plates were fitted along the long edges of anode
perspex plate. The side plates and the anode perspex plate
were permanently attached by melting the perspex plate with ethy-
lene dichloride solvent. The electrical connections were made
with two 1/16" diameter copper wires soldered to the back of the

\ ..



anode through two 1/8" holes drilled at two position. Fifteen
cathodes of different length were used and each had 5 cm 1!d<i1olJ,

and made of 1/8" thick copper plate.
The length of the different cathodes were 1 em, 2 em,

I 3 em" 4 cm, 5 em, 10 cm, 15 em, 20cm, 25 em and 30 em, from
II the leading edge and rest 5 were started from the middle points

of varying length 1 cm, 2 cm, 5 'cm,10 em and 20 em. Each

cathode was fixed with Araldite, to a groove of corres-
ponding size, cut into the perspex sheet. The electrical con-
nections to each cathode were made with one or two 1/16"
diameter copper wires soldered to the back af each cathode,

through- 1/8" hole,drilled_from the back.
>,

The anode and side-plates were fixed together with help
of ethylene dichloride solvent. A space of 0.3 em was left
clear along the edge of the anode from both sides. The joined
anode and side plates were then fused with the bottom part
of the cell. The fused side, the anode plate and cathode plate
were next joined together with help of three external steel bar
bolted tightly with two rubber gaskets measuring 38.3 em x
2~ em, made from a bicycle tyre tube and attached with Araldite

-to the exposed faces of the sideplates. This was done to prevent
leakage from the sides of the cell, but this did not work very

I

efficiently and seepage of electrolyte from the side was a ,
constant problem especially at higher electrolyte flow rates.
Similar leakage problems also occured.at the faces where the
exit section met the cell body and the cathode plate bottom
met the inlet section. Two sheets of rubber curved out from a
car tyre tube were utillized as gaskets to minimize this leakage

\.
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Fig. 4.3 The cathode side
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as far as possible. Finally a thin layer of Araldite was applied
along the leakage spgts'to act as a sealant. The main cell
body and the inlet and outlet were lightened together with ')4"

,diameter brass tie rods through six ')4" holes bored in the entry
and exit section flanges.

The inlet,and outlet portions of the cell were of iden-
tical shape. The diameter of the passage through the inlet
and exit piping was 1.4 cm and the flow area (reactangular
cross section) suddenly increased to 10 qm2 at the connection
point with the main cell bod~. The flanges of the inlet and
outlet sections were extended (18.4 cm x 10.4 cm x 1.2 cm) to
provide adequate, space for the tie rods.

4.2.2 The Flow System

The whole'flm.,system consisted of'a pump, a h'eat
exchanger (cooler), two rotameters, the electr~chemical cell,
a storage tank, a gas cylinder (N2) and five t\-iO "laYglass
valves. Except the pump and the gas cylinder, all the other
major units were mo~nted on a 'Dexion' framwork. Figure 4.8
shows the whole flow system and the electrical connections also.,

A simple chemical pump (with a rating of 220 V, 2.5 A,
0.75 hp and 50 Hz) with corrosion resistant plastic impeller
~~d fittings was used to circulate the acidic copper sulphate
solution from a 25 litre capacity plastic tank through the
whole system. The fittings usedw~re 3/4" black rubber tubing
qnd the flow rates were measured with the help of two,rotame-
ters of different sizes,'the rotameter used depending on the

.,electrolyte flow rate. The calibration curves for each rota-
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meter for 0.015 M copper sulphate in 1.5 M sulphuric acid at
the temperature of operation (240C) are presented in Appendix B.

The flow through the cell could be accurately adjusted
by using the flow by pass. The flow direction in the cell was
always vertically upwards.

Two way control valves were used at the bottom of the
cell to enable the following f~ow arrangements to be made when
necessary. These were (a) to keep the electrolyte stationary
in the cell (b) to make the electrolyte flow through the cell
during experimental measurements and (c) to drain the elect-
rolyte from the reactor and.the whole system to the storage
tank after completion of an experiments.

~,nitrogen gas cylinder was connected by means of a
,PVC tubing to theistorage container. It was used to deoxygenate
the solution before experiment was started.

The Electrical Circuit
An INCO d.c power supply type IZS - 5.71 - (Polish

origin) was used which gave a maximum of 500 V and 3.15A. The
current passing through the cell waR noted with the'help ,of
ammeters; of Weston Electrical Instruments Company by which
one miliampere can be measured accurately. The electrical'
circuit is shown in figure 4.10.

Exoerimental Procedure
The concentration of copper sulphate solutions used

in the experiments were approximately 0.015 M in 1.5 M sulphu-
ric acid. Twenty five litres of electrolyte solutions were made
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.with analytical grade copper sulphate pentahydrate crystals
(CuS04' 5H20) by dissolving in distilled water. The solution
concentration was determined volumetrically. The method used
for the computation of the concentration of copper sulphate
is outlined in Jabber et al (1972) and Vogel (1961) involving
the pricipitation of copper as cuprous iodide I'rithexcess
potassium iodide and titration of iodide formed with standard
sodium thiosulphate solution. Analysis of copper sulphate
content was done after a series of runs. Dilute solutions of
copper sulphate were used to ensure small limiting currents
with corrospondingly low rates of dissolution of the anode and
deposition of the.cathode and minimum natural convection.

Since the acti~ation overpotential of an electrode is
greatly dependent ,on electrode surface, both the electrodes
\'Jerethoroughly cleaned before ass,mbling the cell prior to
each run. This cleaning was done by rubbing the electrode
surface with successively finer grades of 'sand' paper and
eventially finishing with ultra fine number '0' grade 'emery'
paper. The electrodes were then rinsed with distilled water,

•
degreased with acetone and the procedure were repeated several
time till be electrodes surface was properly cleaned.' The
smoothened electrode surface was finally washed with disti'lled
I'raterand left to dry in air. The electrical connections to
each cathode and the anode were tested with a~ultimeter to
ensure that the electrical connection was satisfactory.

At the starting of each run, nitrogen from a gas cylinder
was bubbled through the solution in the storage tank for about
half an hour in order to deoxygenate the solution as a residual
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current density of approximately 0.25 mA/cm2 has been found
by Wragg (1964) due to the reduction of oxygen at the cathode.

On startup of the pump, the solution was recirculated
through the system with flow rate adjusted by means of the. ,
valves and by the rotameters as shown in figure 4.9. To expel
air from the flow,'circuit the reactor was filled up slowly ,
and then electrolyte was put through the reactor at maximum
rate to remove air bubbles from the system.

Experiments were performed with different' cathode
length placed at different positions and nine flowrates (0.0, '

to,18.0 l/min) were used for each.condition. To take the -reading
of current for each applied voltage for a given flowrate, one
'or two minutes were allowed for the system to reach steady

I

state. The applied voltage was increased in steps until the
, 'current exceed its limiting value. For each cathode length of

different positions, the current-voltage reading for nine flow-
rates were taken.
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Chapter-5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 ll1TROCUCTION:

In the electrolysis of copper sulphate-sulphuric acid
solution, th~ rate of copper deposition at the cathode is
controlled by the rate of mass transfer across a diffusion
layer near it. So different cathode lengths were used to mea-
sure the variation of current density and hence the variation
of mass transfer rate along its length. In the present work,
dilute solution of copper sulphate (O.015M) have been used
as a electrolyte" to keep the limiting current low and an excess
of indifferent el~btr6lyte (1.5M, H2S04) was added to reduce
the transport number of copper ions to nil.

Experimental work was carried out so that the influence
of forced convection on the mass transfer rate and specially
the thickness of mass transfer boundary layer along the length
of cathode could be observed. Due to different lengths of
cathode, the following hydrodynamic effects on,mass transfer
could occur.

i) The effect of developing flow.
ii) The effect of developed flow.

,"

For the different cathode lengths employed at different
types of forced'convection situation 'thevalue of current was
measured at different applied vOltages, especially at limiting
current conditions.
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The volumetric flow rate of electrolyte in the
system varied between 1.0 litre/min to 18.0 litre/min,
(Re, 390 to 7026) and the electrolyte was kept at tempe-
rature of (24 : 2)oC. Overall mass transfer correlations
.were obtained by varying flow rates for different cathodes
length. The variation of mass transfer rate with distance
was also studied. Comparison with other available mass
transfer correlations which have been developed either
emperically or semitheorically, by other workers also been
made.

.I
5.2 PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS:

The currents on each cathode were measured at diffe-
rent flov~ates by progressive step wise increase in applied
voltage until it attained and excaeded their limiti~g cur-
rent value. The value of limiting current fdr each flowrate
was found directly from the curves, at the end of constant
current region and in some cases from the point of inf:-,'
lection on the current voltage curves as shown in FigUres 5.1

to 5.9.

Operation at limiting current implies that maximum
mass transfer occurs in the cell,under the imposed condition.
and as such all the result presehted in limiting current
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conditions have been ~aken. The reproducibility of the
data collected was checked by repeating about 25% of runs
and they showed negligible deviation (about 5%).

The reprodusibility was checked by the following
procedure. At the end of all runs for each cathode, the whole
system was kept at rest for about 30 minute and then nitrogen
from the gas cylinder was bubbled through the solution in
the storage tank for about 15 minute in order to deoxygenate
the solution. Then two or three runs at different flovITates
were repeated carefully to compare with the previous data,
and these showed good agreement with the previous data:
collected. i

.All the experimental and calculated results for each
cathode length at.different hydrodynamic condition have
been presented in Appendix C and Appendix D, and some of
the results are presented in this chapter In Figure 5.19 to
5•.23.

5.3 'rHE CUR..'lliNT VOLTAGE CURVES

Intestigations were carried out to determine (1) the.
influence of electrolyte flowrate on current voltage curves, ~.'.
(2) the influence of cathode length on the current~voltage

","-curves at different flow ra:tes and (.3) also the influence - ,I

of different hydrodynamic condition on the current-voltage
curves.
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Figures 5.1 to 5.9 are the current voltage curves
which show the current versus applied cell voltage at diff-
erent flowrates, and at different hydrodynamic condition
showing the influence of different lengths of cathodes.

Figure 5.1 shows the current-voltage curves without
flolvrate. Figure 5.2 to 5.5 show the current voltage curves
for developing flow and figure 5.6 to 5.9 for developed
flow. Among these figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.6 and 5.7 show the
curves at flow rate ~ithin Laminar range and figures 5.4,
5.5, 5.8 and 5.9 show the curves of turbulent flow.

5.3.1 Nature of.these.curves

From all of these figures (Fig. 5.1 to 5.9) it can
find for all these curves, there is a sharp increase in
current with increase in potential till the process appro-
aches the limiting current conditions. At the limiting
current region, the plateau is flat for smaller cathode and
for lower flowrate. This is not evident for higher flowrate
and longer cathode where the plateau is steeper and some times
limiting current is determined by point of inflection. At
the end of limiting current region the current increases
more repidly due to secondary reaction. This after limiting
current region is same for all the cathode. The applied
voltage at the limiting current increases with the increase
of flo.ITate and with the increase of cathode length. It
varies from about 700 mV to 1100 mV.

"
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Effect of laminar' and turbulent flow

From the curves in the figures 5.1 to 5.9, it can
be consistently observed that, current increases with increase
in flow rate for all'the catho~es and for all ,hydrodynamic
conditions. But the rate of 'increase is higher in developing
flow condition and for smaller cathodes. It is due to the
developing effect which always reduces the boundary layer
thickness which controls the milsstransfer rate. In the case
of smaller cathode, the boundary layer is always small and
unstable due to its short length, so current increases
repidly with flowrate.

With lower flow rate (lamina; flow) the current
reading were observed without any fluctuation. But with higher
flowrate (turbulent flow) the current,readings, near the
limiting current region fluctuated somewhat irratically,
although ~he magnitude of this fluctuation was not large.
This is the region where,the concentration gradient is app-
roching it final values. This difficulty has been overcome
by taking the mid point reading of fluctuation rang~ of v
every reading. Most of the time few readings were repeated

';, ,

and it was found that they showed good agreement with previous
data collected. This fluctuation of reading was found to be
less for developed flow.
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5.4 VARIATION OF CURRENT DENSITY WITH FLOWRATE

The plots of current density versus 'flowrate show
the change of current density with flow rate of different
cathode length. From Fig. 5.10, for developing flow, the
cathodes of 1 cm to 5 cm length, the variation of current
density with flowrate are different from the cathodes of
longer than 5 em. From these c~rves, it can be seen that the
current density is directly proportional to flowrate up to
about 5.5 litre/min (Reabout 2100). This is within laminar
range and the slope of these line is about 1.3. Above the
flowrate of 5.5 l/min the current density increases rapidly
with'flowrate. The cathode longer than 5 em, the behavior
of these curves are almost-similar but slope is less than 1.0
up to flowrate 5.5i/min (within Laminar flow). But the current
density increases slowly with flowrate above 5.5 l/min for the
cathode length longer than 5 cm. The smaller cathodes give
large current density because the entrance effect is promi-
.nent. For cathodes longer than 5 em, include entrance. effect
and developing flow at the leading edge and developed. flow at
the exit edge. So average values were attained.

From the curves in fig 5.11, for the cathodes placed
in exit region (developed and nearly developed flow) are simi-
liar to the developing flow and for the cathodes of longer
length. For smaller cathodes no sharp change in current
density can be found in developed flow but slightly increased
rate of limiting current density is found in higher flowrate
in the case of cathode length up to 15 cm. The cathode having,
20 cm and 25 em length behave like the developing flow, because
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these cathodes were extended to tbe leading edge which causes
developing flow at leading edge and developed at the exit
edge.

5.5 CURRENT DISTRIBUTIO;. DURING NATURAL CONVECTION

One experimental run was conducted at stationary
condition for each cathode to study the variation of limiting
current density and mass transfer rate with different cathode
lengths.

The histograms in figure 5.12 show that the highest
amount of c~rrent density (16 A/m2) was obtained at the 3 cm
cathode ~~d the lowest amount of current density (8 A/m2)
was obtained at 15 cm cathode. At the first cathode current
density obtained was 12 A/m2• It increased progressively
upto 16 A/m2 at 3 cm cathode and this value progressively
decreased to 8 amp/m2 at 15 cm cathode and again increased
to 12 amp/m2 at 30 cm cathode.

It has been found that the current density is mini.mum
at cathode to anode ratio 0.5. At lower ratio the mass transfer
boundary layer thickness is lower due to short length of ca-
thode, so the current density increases. But with the increase
of cathode length e.g. cathode to anode ratio, the mass
transfer boundary layer resistance increase so current density
decrease.

1
!
I
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Cu%~T DISTRIBUTION IN LA11INAR AND TURBULENT FLOI{

Developing Flow:

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 illustrates the variation
of current density with cathode length for low rates
in the laminar range and turbulent range respectively.
The current density is highest at the lower cathode
length and it decreases as the length of the cathode
increases. It is found from the figure 5.13 that at ~ower

I

flowrate the highest value of current density is found
at <tathode length 3 cm. \Jith increase of flowrate, it

\

changes to first cathode ( 1 cm cathode ). The reatta-
chment point shifts with flowrate. As the flow rate
increases the point of flow reattachment comes closer
to cylinder entrance. So, the increases of ~low rate
the reattachment point shifts from 3 cm cathode to 1 cm
cathode. The lowest value of current density is found
at the 30 cm cathode.

Effect of Sudden Enlargement

As a result of'sudden enlargement of flow channel at
the entrance turbulence is created which inhances the current



flow near this region. So, abnormally high current density
is found for the first few cathodes ( 1 cm to 5 cm).

Figure 5.14 illustrates the variation of current
density with cathode length for flowrate in turbulent range.
This is similar to laminar flow. But the current density at
the first cathode (1 cm cathode) is abnormally high. This value
increase with the increase in flowrate. Current density dec-
reases with the increase in cathode length rapidly for small
cathode and then at lower rate for longer cathode (10 cm to
30 cm). The higher current density at first few cathodes
(1 em. 2 em, b cm) is due to entrance effect and also due to
thinner boundary layer thickness which was created by small
length of the cathodes.

5.6.2 Developed Flow (including nearly developed)

The curves of figure 5.15. limiting current density
versus cathodes length show the variation of current density
with cathode length at different flow rate for the cathode
placed at the exit region (developed flow condition or nearly
developed flow condition). It shows these curves are different
from the curves of developing flow. The
is found at the smallest cathode length

highest currentdensi~y
• • ~,I

(1 cm cathode) placed'
at the exit section of cell, then current ,density falls
up to 4 cm for laminar flow and 15 cm for turbulent flow.
For laminar flow a nearly constant rate of current density is
found up to 20 cm and then increase again but not much like the
smaller cathode length. But for turbulent flow no constant
current density is found. After 15.cm cathode current density

r .. '~""
't,,
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again increase. The increase in cUTrent density at smaller
cathode is due to.the exit effect as these cathode placed at

,
the exit region. The increase of current density at longer
cathode is due to the entrance effect as these cathodes are
extended to the entrance regio~. So at higher flow rate this
effect is more than lower flow'rate, which can be observed
from the figure.

5.7 CURRENT DISTRIBUTION DUE TO DEFF&qENT POSITION OF CATHODE
AlONG THE CELL

Figures 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 illustrate three typical
examples of the variation of current density of different
cathode placed at different region of the cell with flow rate •

.These represent the results of three different cathodes
(1 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm) each placed at the entrance, the mid point
and the exit repionin order to study the variation of current
density for the same cathode with different hydrodynamic
condition such "as developing, partially qeveloped and fully
developed conditions.

From the figure 5.16, current density vs position of
1 cm cathode shows that at lower flow rate i.e. within laminar
range the variation of current density is too small. Thecurrent
density of the cathode placed at the entrance is highest than
o_t_hertwo p"ositioD..,This.is due _to entrance effect. Thelowe~
value is found at mid point than again current density increase
slightly which is due to exit effect. It is found that the exit
effect is smaller than entrance effect. But at higher flowrate
that is within turbulent range, the current density at the
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Fig.. 5<;,18 The current denai ty 0:':. a cathode d.u.:::to
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entrance cathode is,much higher than mid point and the
exit point.

Similar behaviour of current distribution in
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 for the cathodes of 5 em and 10 em
length. But the current density progressively decrease and
the lowest value is found at the exit section. The mid point
cathode is extended to the entrance region due to it longer
length, so entrance effects,influence its current density
which is not found for 1 em,cathode due to its smaller length.

5.8 MASS TRANSFER ALONG THE CATHODE'LENGTH

Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11, show the variation of
current density aga':instthe electrode (cathod-e) length. As
the current density is directly proportional to the mass
transfer co-efficient, those curves also show the varia~ion
of the mass transfer co-efficient. The value of mass transfer
coefficient near the entrances region are higher in comparison
wi~h the values further downstream towards the exit.

Logarithmic plots of mass transfer coefficient
versus Ljde'at different flow rates are given in figures 5.19,
5.20 and 5.21~ These graphs show that the overall ma~s tr;nsfer
coefficient is related to Ljde by an equation of the conven-
tional form

where m is th~ slope of these curves.
••

'f
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5.8.1 Developing flow

The value of this slope (m) is found different for
different hydrodynamic conditionfL/de ratio and also for flow
conditions such as laminar and turbu'.ent. For Laminar flow
and in the case of developing condition the value of m is _
0.34 (figure 5.19). But for the case of developing turbulent
flow (fi~. 5.20) the value of m is - .64.

It can be compared these experimental value of
exponent of L/de (m) with those predicted both theoretically
and empirically. Bird et al (1969) deduced for simultaneously
developing flow and mass transfer a correlation given by

Sh 2
= J1\

0.5(Re Sc delL)

Peckett and Wilson (1982) showed a proportionality between R

and L/de there the power on L/de varied between -0.5 to -0.6
for transition range ratio.

Wasan.et al (1971) related mass transfer co-effi-
cient to L/de as

Roc (L/de)-.3

Most of these workers did not mention the range of the electro-
'lyte .flowrate for developing flow.

So, the exponent obtained in the present case does
not tally well with the other previous workers. The main
reason of this deviation is due to the difference in expe-

.~.rimental system. Most 6f these workers performed their expe-
riment by avoiding sudden expansion and contraction. But in

',''.\'
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this present case effect of sudden expansion and contruction
has been studied •.Another case may be the difference in

cathode geometry.

5.8.2 Developed Flow
Figure 5.21 shows the variation of mass transfer

coefficient ,with L/de for the case of developed flow. The mass
,

transfer coefficient gradually decreases with increase of
L/de and then again increase 'with higher Ljde. This unusual
behaviour can be explained by the effect of entry length on
mass transfer. To get fully developed flow the electrode are
sufficiently remote from the celleritrance. This distance is

j .

called the hydrodynamic entrance length (Le). According to Han
(1960) for the finite channel, Le can be correlated as Le ;

,0.0064 de Re. The cathode of smaller length which are placed
from the exit are outside the hydrodynamic entry length effect,
so fully developed flow occured there. So falling rate of mass
transfer coefficient is found and the slope of these curves
are -0.2 and -0.3 for laminar and turbulent flow respectively.
which is comparable with the other investigators who predicted
both theoretical and empirical relation between K and L/de.
Fickett and Stanmore (1972) theoretically developed a relation
for fully,developed laminar flow ina rectangular channel.

Ali (1982) carried out experiments in a rectangular' duct

cell without entrance effect and he related mass transfer coclY~nt

I
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Fig. 5.20 Mass transfer co-efficient vs. Llde for the
cathode placed at the entrance (developing flow).
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Fig. 5.21 !'iass trmlsfE::C co-e::'fid ent; VS. L/de for the

cathode placed at the exit region (developed flo~)
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to Llde by the equaticn of the form KoC (L/de)-.22 for fully
developed la::.inarflow, and Ko(. (L/cie)"-.16 for turbulent flow.

Ali and Chowdhury (1985) related mass transfer coeffi-
cient to Llde by the equation of tbe form KoC(L/de)-.33 for
laminar flow and K 0( (L/de)-.3i for turbulent flow.

So the exponent obtained in the present case is not in
accord with the study of Ali and Chowdhury (1985). They carried
out experiments with a cathode of 15 different sections of
different length. As a result a discontinuety in boundary
layer was always present there. They used L as the distance
of the cathode section from the leading edge of the electrode
in case of laminar flow but for turbulent flow the of the
cathode sectior from reattachment point.

The present works show a good agreement with Pickett
and Stanmore (1972) and small deviation with Ali (1982).

5.9 CORE 1ATION FOR OVERALL l"LASSTRANSFER UNDER LAMINAR AND
TURELENT REGIMES

5.9.1 Developing Flow

5.9.1a Laminar Flow

The dependence of mass transfer co~efficient with Llde
was shown in the previous section. An overall mass transfer
correlation can easily be obtained by inferring the exponent
on Schmidt number as 1/3 i.e. sc1/3• Figure 5.22 shows a
logarithmic plot of Sherwood number vs.Reynolds number, which
yields the value of the slope, i.e. the exponent on Re as
0.59. The overall flass transfer correlation for developing
laminar flow condition becomes:



Sh Kde
= rr

64

It can be applie~ in the range. 7 L/de 10. Equation 5.1
is similar to Bazan and Arvia's (1964) correlation for mass
transfer in the developing region of the reactor"viz.

Sh C3. 21)

The higher value of exponent on (d !L), higher value of. e
exponent on Re and the higher value of constant in equation
5.1 is due to the influence of the shape of the reactor
entrance which ultimately effects' the hydrodynamic conditions.

; ,-

i
I

5.9.1b Turbulent Flow i

The figure 5.22 shows a logarithmic plot of Sherwood
number vs. Reynolds number, which gives the value of the
exponent of Re as 0.9, and from the figure 5.20 the slope of
the logarithmic plot K vs. L/de, is 0.64. The overall mass
transfer correla'tion for developing turbulent flo.1condition
becomes:

It can be applied in the range .7 L/de 10. Equation 5.3 is -
similiar to Berger and Han (1977)-, who performed their expe-
riment using electrochemical method to measure mass transfer'
coeffici~nt for~turbulentflow_conditions in.the.entrance,
regions for developing mass transfer boundary layer, and cor-



related their experimental data by

(3.23)

For comparison purposes, equation ).3 c:.,nbe written without
consideriI'g the term Llde and the exponent of Sc as .35, as

Sh = 0.125 Re.90 so.35
~

The higher the value of constant and the higher the exponent
on He in equation 5.4 is due to the influence of the entrance
shape, which causes sudden expansion.

5.9.1c Influence of flow entrance shape on mass transfer

The analysis of the effects of cell entrance and its
shape may provide an explanation of the behaviour of the mass
transfer coefficient on different cathodes. At the cell ent-
»ance, where the hydrodynamic and mass transfer boundary
layers are developing, the mass transfer rate is very high
and decreases with distance from the entrance. Maximum mass
transfer is reached near to the point of reattachment of
boundary layer, where the shear stress at the surface is zero,
and where redevelopment of flow and growth of mass transfer
boundary layer occurs'downstream of this point. In the present
study, sudden expansion occured at the entrance, so the
cathode near the entrance, was seriously affected due to this
effect. especially for the 1 cmcathode.The cathodes longer
than 1 em were also affected but an average value was obtained
due to its longer length.
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Fig. 5.23 Sherwood number vs. Reynolds number for
developed flow •
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From the fig. 5.22 it is round that the slope of the
curve of 1 cm cathode is steepe than other cathodes. The slope
at laminar flow is .92 and at turbulent flow is 1.2, which
indicates that with the increases of flow rate, the rate of
increase of mass transfer also increases. Experimental result
can be correlated as, for laminar flow,

(5.5)
and for turbulent flow

(5.6)

These correlation is comparable with Punchal (1971), Wilson
(1974), and Wragg, Tagg and Batrick (1979), whose correlation
obtained with different cell geometry and entry flow condi-
tions was

Only for the sake of comparison, if the exponent of Sc is
,

considered as 0.4 then, equations 5.5 and 5.6 can be re-written
as

(5.5a)
and

(5.6a)

Which show good argument with equation (3,25) except for the
-higher value of exponent of Re, which may have been due to

short length of the rst cathode •

.~

1'-\
!
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5.9.2 ,F~ly Developed Flow

5.9.2a Laminar Flow

The over all mass transfer correlation for fully deve-
loped laminar flow conditions in the present work can be
expressed within the range .35 <L/de< 8 as

(5.7)

Equation (5.7) is similar to Ali's (1982) correlations for
mass transfer by electrochemical process, who expressed his,

correlation as

(3.10)

For comparison, others correlations are given below.

1. For fully developed Laminar flow Leveque (1928)
approximation:

Sh = 1.85 (Re Sc de/L)1/3 O.8a)

2. Walkar and Wragg's (1980) experimental correlation for
rectangular duct:

...~

Sh~O.602 Re.54 sc1/3
< '

'.<

3. Pickett and Stanmore's (1972) experimental correla-
tion in rectangular duct of aspect ratio .167 and
.175, in the range.25 (de/L <1, as

Sh = 2.54 Re1/3 Sc.29\de/L)1/3 (3.9)
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4. Ali ana Chowdhury (1985) correlated their expe-
rimental data, as

Sh = 2.7 (Re, Sc, de/L)1/3

The correlation obtained in the present case is not in
accord with the study of Ali and Chowdhury (1985). They
carried out experiments with a cathode of 15 defferent sections
which created a discontinuety ,in mass transfer boundary layer.
So result might be different:.troIrithe present study.~

5.9.2b Turbulent flow

The overall mass transfer correlation in the present
work, for the fulry developed turbulent flow can be expressed
within the range .35(L/de<8 as

Sh = 0.041 Sc1/3 Re.94 (dl/L).3 (5.8)e

This equation 5.8, is similiar to Ali's (1982) corre-
lation, which expressed as

. 0.14)

and a ~ooA agreement with Ali and Chowdhury's (1985)
correlation, in the range .7 (L/de <10 for fully developed
turbulent.flow,

The exponent of Re in equation 3.8 obtained in the present
case slightly differs with the 'works o~ Ali and Chowdhury
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(1985). This may be due 'to the difference in the formation of
mass transfer boundary layer.

For comparison, other correlations are given below:

1. Dawson and Trass:
Sh = 0.015 ReO.88 scO.32

2. Pickett and stanmore \ 1972)
3h = 0.0278 Re.875 sc.21

3. Landan and Tobias (1976):
Sh = 0.01 Reo.92 scO.336

~. Hubbard and Lightfoot (1966)
Sh Re.9 Sc1/3

5.9.3 Develoning Flow ~ithout Entrance and Exit Effect(including
partially developed flow)

All of the studies previously mentioned, in this
chapter in section 5.9.1 were carried out including the
effects of sudden expansion at the entrance •.Most of the pre-
vious workers carried out their experiment in such a way that
the flow cross-section remained unaltered at the entrance,
thus avoiding entrance effect, For a sound comparison with
literature, studies were carried out eliminating sudden expan-
sion at the entrance. For this reason 5 different cell were
assembled with 5 different cathode of 1 cm, 2 cm, 5 cm,
10,cm and 20 cm length, placed'at the middle point of the
cell to avoid entrance and exit effect. Mass transfer cor-
relation was obtained for such hydrodynamic conditions
and these are discribed in this'section.
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5.9.3a Laminar Flow

The overall mass transfer correlation for the
developing laminar flow conditions can be written as

For comparison, others correlations are given below

1. Bagan and Arvia's (1964) correlation:

(3.21)

2. Bird et al (1969) theoretically established the
following correlation:

Sh = 2

3. Walker and Wragg (1980):

Sh = 0.602 He.54 ScO.33 .

Turbulent Flow

The mass transfer correlation, which is obtained in
the present work for turbulent flow condition is given by

(5.10)
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For comparison, others correlation's are given below:

1. Bergar and Hau (1977), using electrochemical
methods

Sh _ 0.0165 ReO.86 scO.35

2. Wasan et a~ (1971), obtained a numerical
solution for mass transfer in rectangular
ducts

(3.22)

3.'Pickett and Stanmore (1972) obtained an
emperical equation

(3.24)



Hydroaynamic
Condition .....:: L/de

Table-1: Mass Transfer Correlations

Laminar flow Turbulent flow
Developing flow

Ueveloped flow

Developing flo~
without entrance
And exit effect

.7 (1/de <10

.35 <L/de (8

.•35<L/de (7

Sh=1.46 Re.59sc1/3(d /L).34e

Sh=1.26 Re.51sc1/3(d /1).2, e

.Sh=1.17 Re.53sc1/3(d /1).26- e

Sh=0.185 sc1/3Re.9(d/L).64e

Sh=0.041 sc1/3Re.94(d /~).3, . e

Sh=0.058 sc1/3Re.93(d /L).33e

.
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Chapter-6'

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

An analysis of the results obtained from the present
study of mass transfer rates and mass transfer boundary layer
for the deposition of copper at different cathodes length
with different hydrodynamic flow conditions, allows the
following inferences to be'made:

(a) All the cathodes attained limiting current
conditions more or less simultaneously for a
rang~ of applied potential for all.the hydrodyna-

! "mic qonditions. The range of applied potential
was 300 mV/400 mV to 1000 mV/1100 mV.

(b) The width of the limiting current plateau dec-
reased with increase in the flow rate. At very
high flowrate and for developing flow condition

I

the plateau shrunk to an inflection point.
'(c) During natural convecti:on mass transfer in the

stationary electrode the maximum rate'occured .
at the leading edge and the exit edge cathodes
and decreased rate was observed at the middle
point.

(d) During forced convection the maximum rate of mass
transfer occurred at the leading edge and then, "",
the rate oLmass~transfer gradu~lly decreased
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with the increase of the distance from the
leading adge and s-lightly increased rate was

_. , "

observed at the exit section. At very high flow-
rates the rate of mass transfer was abnormally
high at the leading edge.

(e) The plot of Sherwood number against Reynolds
number yielded two-distinct regeons of flow,
namely, the laminar region below Reynolds number
of 2200 and a turbulent region after that.

(f) The overall mass transfer co-efficient is a
function of electrode length and relation between
mass transfer co-efficient and L/de is different
for different hydrodynamic condit1ons and also
for electrolyte flow rates. In developing flow

- 34condition K is related to L/de as Ko<: (L/de)-.

for laminar flow and KO( (L/de)-.64 for turbulent
flow. In fully developed flow condition K is
related to L/de as Ko<' (L/de)-.2 for laminar flow
and KOC (L/de)-.3 for turbulent flow.

(g) The effect of sudden expansion, boundary layer
seperation and flow reattachment is more pronounced
in turbulent flow then laminar flow. The over all
mass transfer correlation is expressed as
following for this region:

Sh

Sh

.92 1/3= 0.169 Re Sc ....for laminar flow

= 0.05 Re1•2 sc1/3for turbulent flow. .• .'

(h) The- overall-mass-transfer correlation for different -'
hydrodynamic conditions and for different flow
conditions are shown in table 1.
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For accurate mass transfer measurements a well defined
current plateau consisting of adequate width and maximum
inclination is desirable. This could be obtained by decreasing
the stepsize increase in applied voltage from 100 mV used
in the present study to about 20 mV.This is particularly
useful for higher electrolyte flow rates where the limiting
current plateau is quite narrow.

For establishing true developing flow condition the
entrance and exit effect which is caused'by sudden expansion at
the entrance_and sudden contraction at the exit must be

!,
reduce by tapperfng- the entrance and exit channel. For estab-
lishing fully d~veloped flow, the distance of the electrodes
from the leading edge must be more than 6 to 7 times of equi-
valent. diameter of the cell and about 2 times from the exit
edge.
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Appendix A

CELL DIMENSIONS I PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF COPPER SULPHATE

IN SULPHURIC ACID AND OTHER RELEVANT DATA

The physical properties of 0.015 M copper sulphate
in 1.5 M sulphuric acid has been taken from stanmore (' )70)
and wilson (1974). They collected the data from several
sources. For the present study, the concentration variations
duri.ng the different experimental runs were very negligible
and-;he concentration of copper sulphate was considered
constant. Similarly, the temperature of the solution was
always maintained at (24 + 2)oC. The density, viscosity
and diffusivity of 0.015 M copper sulphate in 1.5 M sul-
phuric acid used are as follows. For dilute solutions, the
diffusivity of copperio;l can be taken equal to that of
copper sulphate with out any appreciable error.

Densi ty ( ;0 )
Viscosity (;w)

Diffusivity (D)
Schmidt number (Sc)

= 1.091 x 103 Kg/m3

= 1.22 x 10-3 Kg/m. sec.
= 5.15 x 10-10 m2/sec
= 2171

The cell dimensions are as follows:
Length of the electrodes (L) = 0.3m
Width of the electrodes (N) = 0.05m
Spacing between the electrodes (S) = 0.02 m
Equivalent diameter (de) = 0.0286 m
Aspect ratio (S/W) , = 0.40
Total Electrodes area = 0.015 m2

Cross sectional 'area for flou 0.001 2= m
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Appendix B

FLOW CALIBRATION CUHVES FOR ROTAMETERS USED IN THE EXPERIMTI~T

This appendix presents the rotameter calibration
curves for the electrolyte solution (0.015 tl copper sulphate
in 1.5 tl sulphuric acid). The rotameter calibration curves
were drawn from calibration data obtained through experi-
ments.

t
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EXPERIMENTAL C~~ENT VOLTAGE DATA
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C. 1.Developinp; flow

Cathode length = 1 em

Applied voltage mV
Flo,) ra te / Current .200 JOO 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1400Litre/min rnA

0.0 3.5 3.75 4' 4.5 5 6 7 10 IfO 260 750
0.8 4 5 5 6 7 17 48 97 14"3
1.53 12 13 14 14 16 34 75 130 180
2.9 15 20 22 24 28 55 115 205 280
4.3 28 ; 34 J8 45 52 75 125 220 280
5.95 30', 37 48 55 64 85 135 225 295.
6.9 48 65 80 95 ao 125 160 2)0 300 420 500 670.~.,

8.7 65 95 125 160 185 21() 21.,0 275 311.0 425 .550 700
12.3 120 175 210 240 290 YfO 380 IV30 500 560 750
15.1 120 170, 220' 270 320 410 480 530 600 650 "30
17.5 140 210 270 320 380 450 520 580 (,20 660 700 850

, ~.,;..-





\

Developins flo", CO' 3

cathode lenr!th = 3 em.

Applied voJ.tage mV

Flow rate/Current
,

200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1400
Litre mil'! rnA

0.0 20 20 20 25 35 72 130 198 270 350 430 6(10

1.4 35 47 58 63 70 85 120 170 235 Y+5 4)0 580

3.6 55 65 90 100 105 115 150 210 270 350 420 570
."\--'-----,-

6.5 80 110 120 135 150 160 180 230 290 360 440 590
7.7 90 115 135 150 l60 l80 190 240 300 380 450 6)0

.11.2: l08 150 180 210 220 250 270 290 )40 420 4-60 640
15.3 130 185 240 270 320 350 400 450 500 600 650 730
18.0 130 190 250 310 370 420 470 5'w 620 720 7.0,0 900



. ,

, :, .... IJeveloping floI.-J C. II-

" Cathode length = 4 em.. ,.",

Applied voltage.mV

'Flow rate/Current 200 JOO 400 :,00 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 ll~()O
Litre Lmin rnA

0.0 15 20 20 20 25 40 Bo 140 195 270 J60 ~}C
0.8 25 40 55 60 65 70 90 1)0 170 280 )40 ~SC;

2.3 60 70 80 88 90 95 115 160 2JO Jl0 Jeo SJ5
3.8 85 108 115 120 125 130 140 185 250 330 400 555

5.9 100 130 148 158 165 170 190 220 275 350 h20 57:
7.3 115 155 185 210 2JO 250 2b5 280 J10 hOO 11-'50 :Soc

10.7 135 197 2.50 JOO J40 J70 410 480 520 600 6('0 7f:C

16.1 140 205 260 320 J80 Lf40 480 SILO 610 650 750 350
,

..- ~.,..',;
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Developin~ flow C. 5
Cathode lenfCth = 5 em

, ,
Applied voltage mV

Flow rate/Current 200 )00 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1400Litre/min rnA

0.0 15 17 19 20 24 )8 62 88 115 170 210 295
0.8 )5 45 48 52 57 6) 77 106 142 200 250 :3 5Q
2.2 55 75 90 100 105 110 120 140 180 220 270 J70
4.) , 80 110 135 150 160 170 175 185 215 265 JI0 u20:."
6.5 ", . --.c. 90 1)0 160 185 200 220 2JO 240 250 JOO JUO I,SO
7.5 100 140,' 180 210 240 260 280 300 JI0 JJO 370 u70

,10.1 105 150 200 2uO 280 , 310 350 )80 410 4JO 460 9~O
12.3 110 160 220 265 )10 350 J80 4)0 4RO 580 620 700
17.4 115 175 2)0 2RO )If0 390 IfUO 500 550 6Jo 6Sn 300

" .

"
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..
Deve10ping flo" C. 7

cathode length = 15 em
,-

Applied voltage mV,
flow rate / Curre'nt 200 300 . 400' 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 )1'00
Li.!.,~e(min / . rnA

0.0 50 50 50 55 60 85 140 220 300 420 580 680
,..0.8 80 80 85 85 100 115 .160 230 310 420 515 700

2.9 120 160 205 220 21.,0 245 260 300 345 410 520 710

5.7 140 210 270 320 360 370 400 420 450 500 550 720

8.2 145 220 290 350 410 450 470 500 540 580 610 '7L;-O

11.9' 150 230 300 370 4ljo 500 540 590 660 720 780 31.10

•
18.6 150 235 J05 375 450 520 580 Ow 720 7'JO 920 1, (:.'..).0



o,
"'

i

..';' .•..• .:' Develo[lin,~ flo," C. 8

Cathode len[;th = 20 el1.

Applied voltaGe mV

Flot" ra teo;' Current 200 300 400 500 600 700 ' 800 900 1000 1200 1.1l-00
Li're min I rnA

-~~-- - ---- - -------

0.0 70 70 70 70 75 11.0 1 flO 230 )40 570 760

0.5 140 140 140 140 150 160 21.5 290 370 S80 770

2.9 155 220 270 290 310 320 340 375 1'30 (;10 800

5.2 170 250 340 _ 400 If50 480 500 520 5~O 650 220

6.9 175 260 350 420 480 520 580 610 630 6';'0 f4n

11 190 270 360 440 570 500 650 720 770 81'-0 q 50

,( ,

•
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Developinr; rlOH C. 9
~,l

Cathode lenr,th = 25 em
Applied voltage mY

Flow rate / Current 200 300 400 . 500 . 600 700 ' 800 900 1000 1200 1400
Litre/min / rnA

0,'0 65 95 120 130 130 130 135 175 225 530 740

0.8 .- 100 1)0 145 150 160 170 190 250 325 530 720
, -

I

2.9 120 175 220 260 290 315 325 350 380 550 730
•

5.6 1)0 180 230 280 325 385 450 500 530 640 775

8.1 150 230 300 380 460 530 600 650 680 750 850
;

12.8 150 .230 310 380 1160 540 620 680 770 960 1050

18.3 e- 160 240 320 390 480 540 620 700 790 1000 1070
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Developinp; flo,", C. 11

Cathode lenrsth = 1 ern. •
Applied voltage m~ .' ,

F1NI rate / Current • 600200 )00 400 500 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 l/jOO
Litre/min / mA . ~

.~
, .

0.9 5 6 6 7 15 /j7 97 170 21.j.Q JhO 4.1'.0 620
1.4 7.5 8 8 8.5 19 55 108 lWr 260 J50 1.,55 6Jo
2.2 9 10 10.5 11.5 21 58 120 200 290 J70 !eGo 85C

-J.4? • 11 11 12 13 25 65 :1.30 215 JOO J80 lJ.70 660
.4.5 12 1) 14 15 )0 75 140 220 JOO J90 4Rn (in

6 18 20 -,.-.20 22 )5 80 145 225 Jl0 ,<0 - I.,p 5 I):{).,/,; )

6.9 20 22 25 27 1.1(1 85 150 ?JO J15 1;00 1.,00 69 'I. ' .
8.4 - 24 45 410 69028 )0 )0 85 155 2)5 )20 500

10.2 ':28 )2 )8 42 50 90 160 21j.Q VO /j20 510 700
1 ).9 40 1.'5. 52 55 ;;? 105 1 lOR 21.5 JJO 428 520 71?

18.1 60 72 80 00 95 120 180 260 JI+2 440 5)0 722

..
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DRveloped flo]" C. 12
Cathode length = 2 em.

Appl~edvolta~e mV

Flow rate I Current 200 JOO [,00 .500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1700 1 L~COLi tre/min I m1l
1;'2 18 20 20 20 20 50 95 160 2JO 310 330 'j;O

].2 22 25 25 25 JO 60 11.0 1.70 2'50 320 390 :~o

li.8 JO JO JO JO 1,0 65 1.20 1.80 ?SS J30 lioO c(.,n
'~I\

6.8 • li.o iJ,O 45 260 111nJ5 J7 70 1.20 190 JJ5 570

8.7 45 50 50 55 55 80 125 1C)" 2"0 5S0,-'

1J. 2 60 70 80 90 00 100 llio 205 270 350 LJ.?5 r;on
••••. ' " ,~

17.2 95 120 lJO 145 170 170 190 2JO JOO ~'" I.;.. t::(j 61')...;0 ~, -' -'



/,

Deve lop,cn floc, C. 13

Cathode length = J Cl'l.

Apf-.l'ieo vO].t~\e;e 'fYcV

~low rHte / Cur!.~~t 700 JOO 400 500 600 700 800 ..900 1000 110.0 1.200 1400
Litre(rr.in ( IT!A

0.8 ?i} 28 28 JO J5 60 120 185 250 . )40 420 590

2.8 28 JO JO J5 40 80 1)8 200 280 J6,0 440 615

11.6 35 38 40 40 50 90 140 210 280 360 440 615

~/. 7 40 If5 Sci 50 60 9S 1SO 220 295 ,)80 460 640

8.5 SO 58 65 65 70 100 153 ' 225. J05 390 470 650
"

1).J 60 80 90 100 100 120 170 .230 310 400 480 660.

17.4 95 120 1)5 145 J 70 190 200. 250 JJO [flO' 490 670 i;,



.,

Developed flm.) C. 14
Cathode lenr;th = Lf em.

Applied volta se mV.

Flovi ra te / Current 200 300 400 500 600 700 .800 900 1000 1100 ..1200.. 1400
L1 ere /lEin L_ mi,

0.8 2') 22 22 22 2e SO 100 155 220 310 375 530'"

2.2 30 30 30 30 35 58 liO 172 240 320 390 S45

3.6 39 40 40 4.0 112 6e 120 175 245 335 410 570

5.6 48 SO 55 55 6e, 80 130 190 260 340 420 580

7.4 55 60 63 65 he 90 135 198 270 345 425 585

12.0 R4 95 100 105 1.1.0 120 150 215 285 365 440 600

16.6 110 140 160 170 185 190 200 240 310 390 470 630



~..,i
,/;

Developed ClOI.) C. 16
cathode lenrth = 10 em.

hliplieCI V() 1 ta be InV

Flo\-) rate / .CurrenL 200 300 ~.oo 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 . 1200 1400
,Li tre (r:.in_l mil.

o~8 55 85 95 95 100 110 lifO 200 260 410 480 650

248 90 100 105 105 110 130 170 240 310 420 500 680

5.2 100 110 120 125 130 11'.5 190 260 330 435 515 695

7.8 110 125 135 14u 150 160 200 270 )40 435 525 705

11.2 130 160 175 200 210 220 2110 285 360 450 585 715

17.2 150 220 260 300 320 350 380 420 .440 <500 570 730

!

..--r
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D8ve lo~)ect f1m.1 C. 17
Cethode length = 15 em.

-
j\ ppliecl vo 1ta C8 mV

1,lOt,) 1'':1 te / Current 200 300 [,00 500 (.()O 700 800 900 1000 1200 1400 1600
L'l {. / .lure, mln ml'~

0 .•~~ 60 70 70 70 80 85 105 125 175 390 .540 680

~ 0 100 110 115 115 120 130 160 200 24.0 415 560 715L.,

L~••8 110 120 1[fG 140 160 170 185 200 240 420 565 730

7.0 120 155 180 1 qO 190 210 220 250 280 430 590 740

9.5 130 180 220 250 270 280 290 300 330 480 630 790

14.8 11,0 ?10 260 310 3[1.0 360 390 420 470 530 650 820

18.6 150 215 280 340 1+00 450 1.90 530 560 650 700 . 840



D8v810p8d flo',.} C. 18

Cathode length = 20 em.
Applied voltaGe p:V

r 10'.' rEtte / Current 200 JOO 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 , , 110,0 120,0 1400
Lit!.e/min L mA

0.8 70 80 85 85 90 95 130 ' 180 240 420 510 675

2.9 110 140 150 160 160 180 200 250 320 480 570 770

" " 150 210 240 250 270 290 JOO 340 400 500 580 770,'.'

B.2 160 230 2QO 330 370 390 400 lfl0 460 520 590 780

12.6 170 250 330, 1.00 450 420 520 550 520 610 660 810

13.h 180 200 345 420 L~90 560 620 650 690 , 720 , 750 , 840



-.

Developer! no", C. 19
Cathode ,1e)1gth = 25 em.

J\.ppliecl voltage m\l

F10t.) l'Cite / Current 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 ,11,00 . 1200 1400Li tre (r,in ( mil

o.s Sn 120 150 200 230 2LeO 245 250 275 4LfO )40 730

2.9 150 210 260 300 J20 340 355 360 400 490 560 750

5.6 160 240 310 J80 1.1:10 500 520 sLeO 560 590 610 780

8.2 170 2tSO JiIO 415 500 550 580 620 660 700 740 840

13 leO 275 3tSo 450 530 610 680 7flO 790 850 ' 900 , 1020
"



,~



Developinr!' £,1_0\,;l-Jit.hout 1.ntrHnCf'3 c:1nrl. exit effect c. 21
Cathode length::;:: 2 em.

i\ ppli8c1 volta ge InV

Flov) rEt te / Cut'l'ent 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 ..1400Litre/min L "J,
0.8 10 12 12 14 15 ItO 80 11+0 220 290 365 530

2.-9 20 20 22 0" 25 50 90 150 2)0 300 375 545/-,-

it.S 2<; 27 28 ]0 32 55 100 160 2JO JOO J80 .550/

7 JO JO J2 J2 35 60 100 165 240 JI0 J90 555

10.6 J5 40 45 50 50 70 110 170 240 320 400 560

15.L~ 40 45 55 55 60 80 120 180 250 JJO 410 575

18.4 55 65 75 80 90 100 135 190 260 J40 420 . 590



Dev810pinr:: flm'l 1,;it:"wut intra nee and exit effect. C. 22
Cathode lel1['th = 5 em.

f..pplieci voltace mV

i; 10;-) I'Ll~e / Cur'i'ent 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1400
Lit::~e/;r;.i.n L mA

o Q 30 30 30 32 35 50 85 135 180 320 400 550'v

2.9 40 1.5 45 1.8 50 75 120 185 260 330 410 560

5.5 60 70 75 75 80 90 135 200 270 31.0 425 575

R.? 70 go 90 100 110 130 150 215 280 370 440 580

l3 1.10 150 170 200 ?20 240 270 300 330 380 450 590

18.1f 130 190 2110 270 310 340 370 420 1+60 500 )40 620



.!")evelopin .....' flat.; 1.!i thout intra nee ann Axi t effect C. 23
Cathode 18nGth = 10 CPl.

Applie:J voltage m'!

I:;lOt.) loa te /, Current 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000. 1100 1200 1400Litre/min 'I tru',

0.8 30 Lj.Q 40 40 50 60 90 130 220 320 1100 550

2.9 40 ' c 65 65 7Q 80 115 175 240 340 420 580OJ

5.1 70 80 80 80 100 110 135 190 255 355 .435 600

ELl Ro 100 110 120 130 140 165 210 275 355 440 610

13.) 100 11,0 170 1Ro 190 200 220 250 300 360 1,45 615

17.2 110 1nO 180 210 230 250 250 300 330 400 450 620



Develoni~q flO1.J ~.Jithout intrance and exit effect C. ;eLf,\ -, .

Cathode lenf:th ~ 20 em

A.r:r1ied v01t,sge mV

r 10,' r2-te / Current 200 JOO 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 . 1100 .1200 1400
L\t r,=;/ mi 11.-L rnA

0.8 70 80 80 80 85 100 . 1)0 180 250 350 430 590

3.2 90 120 150 170 175 180 200 250 280 J60 445 610

5.3 100 150 200 220 250 270 280 JOO 330 360 450 620

9. Lf 115 175 225 ;.~80 310 350 J60 LWO .420 440 490 640
.'", .,

1 5.6 120 190 250 310 370 4.20 470 500 530 570 600 700

16.5 120 1"';:0 250 310 375 4 JO 480 520 550 600 650 730

18.2 130 200 255 JI0 380 ,<.If 0 490 9fO 580 .620; . 680 780
--._--_._.~
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1
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" '\

OEVELOPI:IIG, FLOWD. 1
-~--_._--------------------------------------------------~,----------------------

"

-------------------------'(-A-T i'tnOE-tj=jltS'I'lT-=-'O-;-(n--~,ETER:

FLOri

RATE

fL/HTN)

:URR=NT REYNOLDS

DENSITY' NUMBER(D)

(A/M**2) IU.LESS)'

"'if'"

MASS TR,\N SFER

COEFFICIENT

. I MIS)

..

SHERWOOD

NUt~BER( D I

(U.LESS),

.
5HERrlOOO

NU~lBER( L)

IU;LESS I

&E Y ,\[Q.I,. D S \lP-,~Y_E~R~ _
NUMBERILI THICKNESS

( U. l E S S I" ( MET E R )

.--- 0 • a 1't7UD 0 • o' 0.484E'-05 .=c

~ 1.00 24.00 390.34 0;829E-05

-'--'-2-;50 65.00 975.85 0.225E-04
, _~ i

4.00 '100.00 1561.36 0.345E-04

•,
5.50 135.00 2146'.87 0.466E-04

•
8.00 . 3J,8c.O.O 3122;72 O,127E-03-~'.---'- , ,.

11.00 740.00 4293.74 D.256E-J3

~ ..__ 15.00 1090.90 5$.'25'.tO o ._1..77F- 03.

18.00 1350.00 7026.12 0.466E-03
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D. 2 DEVELOPING FLOW
---------------, =.

-,
••-------~-~--------- -'----'C" nmOC-CENGFf.-=-O.O'Z--1'TET~t:'nR----"-------------------

"

- ,

RATE ,DENSITY

--(L"/~11N)' (A/'P':'2 J

FLOW CURRENT REYNOLDS,.
NUMBER(O)

(U.U:SS)

MASS TRANSFER

COEFFICIENT

,( ;~/ S J

SHE" WOOD

.NUMBER(D)

IU.LESS)

•S!:LB.kLP.OD RE~Y,)l_O.L,D5__ B_O_"-L~A,~Y~'E~R~._
•

NU'IBERl'L)' NU~IBER(Ll' THICKNESS

(U.LESSJ lU.lESSJ (METER)
--------

OJ'

~-;--u ..O '"20;00 0'.0" 0.591 E-G5 383.304 • 268.326 0.0 0.745E-04
" - , ,

, , ,
"

.
t, , ,

1.00 35.00 390034 O'.121E-04 670.781 469.571 273.25 Q...!~25E-04
,~~

, "..
~ 58.00 ,975.85 0~ZOOE-04 1111.581 77 8 .146 583013 0.257E-04

• .
. . ,..

,'O.265E-04- '1033.055- 1.093,_0_1_'_0...!Cl~E-Q44.00" 77.00 1561.36 1475.719
:;' t- , .f, , ,

5 -.50 . 98.00 2l't6.87 0.339E-J4 1878.188 1314.798 1502.88 0.152E-04

• 8.00 150.00 3122.72 J.553E-04 30,s9L'L28 2:15.6.608 2..UlE._O.~0_~_9.32..f:=05__--. -'

•
11.00 300.00 4293.74 O.lO'iE-J3, 5749.555 4024.892, 3005.77 0.497E-05

. -
15. OJ 525.00 5855.10 O--!,.ljLl ::::~) ~ l.QO.tLL._L2..3. lCL4.3.•5.5 9 '£OB.8 .•. 7_T-__ 0_.2-84.E=0.? __

18. 00 650.00 7026.12 0.228E-J3 126"9.023 8854.762 4918.53 0.226E-05
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D. 3 DEVElDP ING FLDI-I---------------

~ATKDOC_LEN~nr_=_~O~qElcR ,: ----------------------------
,

r1ASS TRAN SFER SHERWUDD SHERWDDD REYNDLD S BD. lAYER
,

FLDW

RATE

--rL7HIN1

CU'RRENT

DENSITY

( A/M**2 I

REYNDlDS

NUr~BER (D)

(U'.LESSr

CDEFFICIENT

(' ~l,lS )

NUMBERfO)

lU.lESSI

NUMBERfL)

tU.LESSr

,

•
NUMBERfLI THICKNESS

(U.LESSI fMETERI
! ( ,

u-;-u rEM"UO 0.0 0.553FCJ5 305.543 321.991 0.0 0.932E-04

O. 1.8.6.E.::..O_4_'_

0.,I64E-04

0.745 E- 05

0.414E-04

0.2,40E-04

•,

409.B8

4508.65

2254.33

1024.69

1639.51

.
___ 3."LU.•.0:2.--0 .•LLS.E..::.0-'t_,_

~ 6.1.4.8.•.L&'--o.•.4-5.2-E=0~5--

689.947 '124.480
• ,

1188.2'41 1247.716

1533.2"15 160'9.956

•
1744.0'32 • 1831.325'

2491 .43'1 2-6.U••-L7.9

3833.D38 4024.890
,

,Ci3.2-4c.5-L2 6-6E.L•.0-.7.n

0.124E-04

Cf;""zC4E-=04

390.3436.00

~OO 975.85
.

80.00 1561.3& • 0.276E-:>4

.
91.00 2I46.87 0;314=-04'

•
130.00 3I 22.72 J.449E-04.
200.00 4293.74 0.591E.:>4

•
3.3.0.•_0.0 585,.5.d.O O.d.lE..E..::.)-3.

4.00

5.50

Z~O'

8.00

1.00

11.00

____ 1.'h.0.) _

18.00 ~20.00 7026.12 0.145E.03 8049.375 8452.270 7377.79 0.355E.05
::J-&-,-. ----~---------------
{



D. 4 DEVELOPING FLOW'---------------

1
-----------------------'E-.O'-l'H:JDE-"cE'NtJl'n-,,-ooo-q--r-1'2rER

•

-------- ~ ---------
NUI1BER(ll' .' THICKNESS

IV.LESSr. ' (METER)-

FLOW CURRENT REy~roLDS

.RATE DENSITY NU~IBER(0 I

(LlMHI) (A/~P~'2) (V.U:SSl
-_._----- ------- --------

MASS TRANSFER

COEFFICIENT

( N/S)-------------

SHER~IOOO'

NUMBER(O)

fU.lESSl

SHERWOOD

NUMBERIl)

(U.LESSr'

REYIIOLO'S BO'•. LAYER

0.392;::-05

0.175 E-04,

0.828E-05

0.I2.4E-D3

0~497E-04

D.D'

546.50

9837. 0 5

2.I.B_6--'-0.1~0 .•.2.L3_E=_0.lt__

6011.53

1366.26 0.298E-04

,_ .3005 .• 77

80'i-.978

321.991

4829.867

2280.770 .

1341.630

10196.391

, 1878 •.282

. &0,4_9.•_7.8.1 8 L.9.7_.55__ 0-._4-9_7,s-=0_S-

. 3.0.&5.•.7-49 B.7.Z .•.02_'_'_0 .•.L30-E=0A-

0.0 12.00 0.0 o .415E-D5---'-- 229~98'2
, . ,

, -_._---~---_.~

• ,
1.00' 30.00 '

,
390.34 001 OltE- 04 574.95'6

• •.. ,

2.50 50.00 • 975.85 0'.1 BE-04 958.259

4.00' 70'.00' ,1561.36 ' 0.242E-Q5 1341.563
'f"""-_. ~ .

5.50 85.00 21';'6.87 0'.294E.-04 , 1629.041
• •.

8.00 11 5.00 3122.72 . .0 .•_3.2.LE--=-0S. 2.2.0.3.•..2..9_~

ll.00 180.00 It293.74 '3.622::<)4 3449.734,

1,5.-!J)J 30_<1..',0_0 5855 "LO 0,d.Q!LE.::.J3 53-4-9..•.5.5.5'

18.00 '380.00 7026012 0.131E-03 7282.770'
~

~



-------- ------_._---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

O. 5 OEVELJPING FLDH---------------

C7(Tff1JUrrrr-r;;F1r=-o-;;o 5 'lFTFR

U'1ETER I(U. LESSI

_ RE..'L.'l.O_L.QS__ B.D_.~tAY:E~~R _

NUMBERrLI THICKNESS

FLOW CURRENT REYNOLDS MASS TRANSFER SHERWOOD SHERWDon
RATE DENSITY NUMBERD ). COEFFICIENT NUMBERl'O) NU~\BERr L J

---iL/MIN! I'A/.'P"'2! rU.LESS! I M/S) IU.tESS)' lU.LESS)'------_.- --_._--- -------- ------------- -------- ----------_ ..

~o 10.00 0.0 O.345E-05

i.oo 3J. DO 390.34 0.104E-04

2.,50 55.00 975.85 Ool90E-D4

4.00 7) .00 1561.36 0.242E-04

S.50 84.00 2146.87 0.290E-04

8.00 135.00 3122.72 0.470E-04

11.00 182.00 4293.74 ;) .629E-)4

15.0) 216.00 5855.10 0.746E-)4

18.00 230.00 7026.12 0-.79SE-04
-6i.•,) ~---~~-~7

191.552 335.407 0.0 O.l49E-03

574.956 1005.223 583.13 0.497,,-04-

1054.085 1844.741 1707.82 0.27 IE-04

1341.563 2347 •.852 2732.52 0.213 E-04

1609.876 2817.423 3757 •.21 0.177E-04

26) 6.464 ,:; 61...5_'t3 5_'t65.•. 0.3"_'_0 .•.LLCLE.=.0_4__

•
3488.)63 6104.414 7514.41 0.819E'"05

~.U_2...~~&Q 12...'t...4.••8.D.I LQ2...'i.6.•_9-3__ 0.•.6.9.D.E:.u.S__

--
4407.988 77U;. 371 12295.31 0.648 E-05



-

D. 6 DEVELOPING FLOW'---------------

, .

-----~----------------leC--;\-n_roD"f-t"ENG"HT--,,-07ro_'rETER

,.
FLOW CURRENT REYNOtDS . "',4SS TRANSFER SHERWOOD SHERWOOD REYIlOLDS B_D. LAYER

•
RATE DENSITY NVI'IBER (D)' . COEFFICIENT NVMBER(,D) NV"lBERfL) NUMBERfL) THICKNESS

fL/rlIN)
,

('A/:'P~' 2)' I V'. LES S) I fl/S) (V •.LESS) W.LESS)' fV.LESS) (METER )'
-- _._.- -_.- ------- _._------ ------------- -------- -------- -------- ---------

0-;-0 9.00 0.0 O.3HE-05 172.487 603.733 , . 0.0 0.166E-D3
• ..

1.00 24.00 390.34 0.829E-J5 459~964 • 1609.956 1366.26 0.621E-04,
• •

Z;-S-O 40.00 975.85 O.r 38E-0 4 .' 766.607 2683.259 3415.64 0.373E-04
!'

,
4.00 56.00 1561.36 .0.193E-J4 1073.250 3756 •.564 5~0_3_, _0_•.2..6..6..E-=.0_"----'-

7--'

•
5 .50 70.00 2146.87 0.242E-D4 1341.563 4695.703 7514.41 0.213E-04

,
•

8.00 . 94.• 00 3122.72 G.325E-D't L8JI.L•..528 6.3,0..5..•..6.5,6 LO-9..3D..•.,O,'>--O,._L5!lE:.0_4__. .
,

11.00 112.00
l

4293.74 D.38'7E-04 2146.500 75I3.125 15D28.8'2 0.133E-04..
1.5_"-0) • 1_J.5-LOO , 5_82S':"'LO O..•_'l6,6,E.=.J4 2.5..8-7_.300 9.056,•..0.0,0 20.4-9-3,.-86--0.-1-1,Q~04--

18.00 150.00 7026.12 0.518E-04 2874.778 10062.223 24592.63 0.994E-05



---_.~-----_._---_._._-----

O. 7 DEVELOPING FLOH---------------

-----------------------'C'"t<"TIYOoC-LEN.G"I'!T---=-O.~TS__"TETER

FLOW CURRENT REYNDr.oS MASS fRANSFER SHEll.I~OOo S..ttJ;;R..IiQ.O0 RE..Y_',[Q.U.S-=--.B.D_._LAXER
RATE DENSITY NUt-IBER(0) COEFFICIENT NW"BER(0) NU~lBERCLI i~tJM"BERI L J' THICKNESS

IL7MINi fA/ M,;,,;,2 ) m.LESSI f ~\IS ) (U.t.ESSl W.LESSf CU. LESS)' I METERI'-------- ------- -,------- ------------- -------- -------- -------- ---------

0.0 7.00 0.0 0.242E-05 13'+.156 70.4.356 0..0 D.213E-D3

I.DJ 16,.00. 39J.34 D.553E-J5 306.543 1609.957 20.49.39 D.932E-DL-

2.50. 32.0.0. 975.85 D.llIE-D4 613.286 3219.9[2. 5123.46 D.466E-D4

"t.00 48.0.0. 1561036 00166E-04 919.929 't 82..2..._86 7 8.1..2..7_•.'L'i:__ D.•.3.U.E.=.o.4

5.50. 6J. DO. 2146.87 0.2D7E-D4 11<;'9.911 60.37.332 11271.62 0.2<;8E-D4

8.00. 78.0.0 3122.72 J.269E-D4 149!t.88.5 1.3_4.8.•.53.5 J 6.3-'1.5~•.D_9__ 0.•.L9_LE=0_"--

11.JD 9i- .00 4293.7<; 0.325E-04 1801.528 9458.488 22543.25 0.I59E-04

15.00. 104.00 5855010 J .359E--J4 1.2..'L3_•..L7.8 LD....4.6_4.d_1.5 3.0L4.D.~7.9 D.•.l--'i.3.E.:.0.4__

18.0.0. 114. DO. 70.25012 0.394E-04 2184.83l 114TD.938 36888.95 D.131E-04



D. 8 DEVElDP DIS FLOW'

•
----------------------'C-ATRUD"t"LEiifG"R I = O.2.o-:orETER:

. , •

'FLOW'

RATE
ll/MINl'

CURRENT REYNDlDS:
DENSITY NUMBER(Dl
lA/M**2.1 lV.lESSY,

i4ASS TRANSFER
COEFFrc lENT
( ~1/Sl

SHERWOOD
NUMBERfDl
(u~lESSl

•SH i;JllLO.DJl REL'mLJlS_._B.D_.~LAXE_R_' _. ' ,

NU~BERfll NUMBERlll THICKNESS
lV.lEssr lU.lESS'. lMETER)

0.184E-0430057.67

2732.52 • O~828E-04

'. , ' .
6831.29 '0.466E-04

•--
10930.05 0.331E-0L-

• ••
,15028.83 0.266E-04

•

'-- __ 2.L8.5.0.•.l3 __ U•.2:l6,E::.0_4_,'_

,~_~!t.0.9.8-7 .•-7.3__ 0,•.I.b6,~0_4_'-

lD06'.223

, .'
344.973 241'+',933.
'613.286 4293.215

862.433 • --'6037.332,

.--

1073.250 7513.r 29

• t
1322.3_9_1 92.53_'.2.-4.6

• • '.1552.330 10867.199

--L7.2.-tt.~a6.7 J 2.03-4..L6..1.:'

O.r 93 £0-04,

0'.238£-04

0.155'E-OIt

0.280::'-) 4

001 11E-04

.o--,--~lI.E=:.0_4 _

0.622E--:05'390'.34

5855_._10

4293.7Ct

21',6.87

3122.72

1561.36

81.00

.
90.00

69.00

18.00

56.00

-45. 00 ,"4.00

8.00

5.50

0.0 • /.50 0.0 0.259£ 05 1't3.739

1.00

2.~0 32.00 97-~5
•

11.00'

___ 1_5.00

1:5'• 18.00 95.00 7026.12 0.328E-04 1820.592 12745.484 49185.27 0.157E-04
f.••.'

-.



D. 9 DEVELOPING FLOW'---------------

•

------------~---------~fC-I\Hlf)D£-~EN~I9T---",-(J.Ls__"r2n:K

"

FLOW CURRENT' REYNOt.DS MASS TRANSFER SHER- WOOD SHERWOOD REYI"(O.LQS__ 6..~LA.'LE.R.,
RATE DENSITY NUM'BER( J I COEFFICIENT NUMBER-I'D) NUMBERl"U N(JNBERl" L l THICKNESS

l"LI"lIN)' l"A/M':''-'2 l (U.LESS) l" MIS) • (U,.t.ESS) fU.LESSl fU.LESS)' (METERl,
-------- ------- -------- ------------- -------- -------- ------_.- ---------

.
rr;u------ . I O. 80 0.0 0.373E-05 206.9'84 1811.201 0.0 0.l38E-03

•.
I.OJ 19.00 390.34 0.656E-J5 364.138 3185.372' 3415.64 0.785E-04, •

. -'~,-' ..•.. '
Z-;-So 30.00 975.85 . " 0.104E-04 574.956 5031.113 8539.11 a .497E-04,. .. •. . , • •
4. 00 • t 39.00 1561.36 0.l35E-04 747.442 6540.'>45 1356~8 __ 0.a.82.E..=_0.5..._

I ... .
,t,

5.50 . 46.00 2146.87 a .159E-04. 881.599 7714.375 18786.04 0.324E.04

•
8.',0.0 59 •.50 3 Lz..2.72 0.'.2..0Ji-!;-,=-H LL4.J....3.2.8 • 9.9-7.8.•.3.7:1 2.7.3.2.5.•.1.6_,_o, •.25.LE=0_4__

II.Oo 70.00 . 4293.74 0.242E-J4 1341.563 11739,266 37572.09 0.213E-04. -
,

. 79. 00 5.12.3-'t.• 6-.7.__ 0.•.I,S.9.1<=0-4--15.0J 5_8.5.5_~1.0 0..•.213J:.=.J.4 ' LS.L'L..:J!'t9 13.2..4.8.•.5-9.8,

0' 18.00 83.00 7026.12 0.28TE-04 1590.710 13919.410 61481.61 0.180E-04



D. 10 DEVElOPI\lG FLOW---------------

--------.-------------e-A'r~IOo_E-LEN"G"FfT-=-O_;_3.a_;:rErER

FLOW CURRENT REYNOLDS MASS TRANSFER SHERWJOD SHER\iO_OD RE.Y...'WLD5_'_B.D .•_LAY..ER
R4TE DENSITY NUNBERfO) COEFFICIENT NUMBERl"D) NW1BERfl)' NOMBERfl r . THICKNESS

fl/MIN) (A/M':":'2I W.lESS). ( :-1/S ) IU. t ESS ) fU .tESS)' ru.LESSr (METER)-------- ---- --- -------- ------------- -------- -------- -------- ---------

0.0 12.00 0.0 0.415E-05 229.98'2 2414.933 0.0 0.I24E 03

1.00 15'.00 390.34 0.518E'-'05 287.478 3018.657 ,4098.77 0.994E-04

Z.50 21.50 975.85 O.743E-J5 412.052 4326.754 102'+6.93 0.693E 04

4.00 27.00 1561.36 :J.933E-D5 517.460 5433'.502 16395'.09 o • 5a..2E- Q4

5.50 31.20 21't6.87 0.I08E-04 597.954 6278.828 22543.25' 0.478E-04

8.00 40.00 3122.72 D. r:~8E-}4 766.607 8049.7JU 32]9 0...•..1.8__ 0.•.33~3.E=JL4__

ll. OJ 36.00 4293.74 00124E-)4 689.947 7244.801 45086.-50 0.414E-04

15. 00 51.00 5855.10 O.176E-D4 9,13.42.4 1.0.2.6.3.•_4,65 6,UJl.L.5S'__ 0.•.2..9,2.E=.0.4__

18.00 54.00 7026.12 o .187E-04 103":.920 10867.203 ,73777.88 0.216E-04
._--,



O. 11 DEVElOPED FLOW--------------

c-"Tl'fGDE-CE'iliC>FJ '---=-(J.(Jr-RFJE R

FLOW CURRENT REYNOLDS ~IASS TRIINSFER SHERWOOD SHER~LQ.OD RE...'L\I.D.L.D.S_._B.D_._LA.Y.E.&

RATE DENSITY NUMBER(D) CDEFF! C lENT NUMBERfDJ NUMBER(l) NU;.m ER ( L) THICKNESS

(L/MIN) (A/M':'~'2 )1 (U.lESS) ( MIS) ru.lESSI fU.lESS f' ru.LESS)' (METER)
-------- ------- -------- ------------- --- -- _._- -------- -------- ---------

0.0 L 4 • ao-- -- ---------- 0.0. 0.484E-05 268.313 93.914 0.0 0.106E-03

1.00 22.00 390.34 0.760E'-05 421.534 147.579 136.63 0.678E-04

2.50 36.0.0 975.85 0.124E-D4 689.9'+7 241.'+93 341.56 D. '+14E-04

4.00. 50..00. 1561.36 0..173 E-04 958.259 335.407 546.5'0. o .-298E.=..o.4

5.50. 6 1.,00 2146.87 O,.211E-04 1169.076 40.9.197 751.44 0.244E-04

.B.OD 77.00. 3122.72 J.265E-04 L4L5.•_IL't 5.L6.•.s:z:.7. 1.0_93.•.0.1__ 0.•.L9AE=.D.-4__

II. DO 98.00 4293.74 0.339E-)4 1878.188 657.399' 1502.88 0.152E-04

1.5.'.0.0 1.5.0.•.0.0 58.5.5.c.,10 Q •.5~8..E=.CL4 2.8..V•..~7_7.R 10.0.5-•.2-2-3 2-0.4_9••.3_9__ 0.•_9_9-41;;- Q-.5-

18.00 190.00. 'r026.12 D.656E-04 36'+1.385 1274.549 2459.26 0.785E-D5



.•. '.
D. 12 DEVELOPED FLm~--------------

!lo ~.

•
---------------------e-tcl'H'EJDrcE'N'G"ttT-=-O.(Jl-:.rETER,

\
•

FLOI-I

RATE
ILIMIN)

0-;-0-

--
l~OO--

2.50

4.00

5.50
--
8.00

1I.OJ

15 •.QO

• 13 •00

:URRENT REYNOLDS MASS ,TRANSFER SHERWOOD S'HERWOOD REYI'lOLOS BO_._lAYJ~,B _

DENSITY NUHBERIO) COEFFICIENT 'NUMBERIO) NUMBERlLl NUMBER[LI THICKNESS

[;IIM':""2,) IU.LESS)' I M/Sl (U.LESS)' , CU.,LESS), lV.LESS'! [METER)'



--~- _._---._-- - ._---~-~----

D. 13 DEVELOPED FLOfI
-----------_._-

C7<TrfUOl:ITi'l":>FH = D. 0 3 METER"

FLOW CURRENT REYNDtDS MASS TRANSFER SHERWOOD SHE.Bl1.0.o.0 8.E_Y.J.'l.o.L:O.S__ El.D•• ':-LA.Y~E..R

RATE OENSITY NUHBERIO) COEFFICIENT NU~iBERf 0) NU~IBERf ll' NtJMBERf l/' THICKNESS

fl/MIN)' f A/M'~*2) (U.lESSr ( MIS) IU.tESS) fU.lESS r fU.lESSr (METER)'
-------- ------- -------- ------------- -------- -------- -------- ---------

0.0 16.00 0.0 O--;553E-05 305,,543 321.991 0.0 0.932E-04

--_ ..

r .00 16.00' 390.34 0.553E-05 306 .•543 32r.99l 409.88 0.932E-04._~----_.

2.50 26.00 975.85 0.39BE-05 498.295 523.236 1024.69- 0.573E-04

4.00 33.00 1561.36 00114E-04- 632.'151 664.101' 1639.-51 0.452E-04-_.

5.50 39.00 2146.87 Ooi35E-04 747.'+42 784.854 22'54.33 0.382E-04

8.00 4'1 .00 3122.72 O.169E-04 93..2-•.0..9_4 9_8.6.•.03.8 3L7..9.•.0.Z-0 .•.3.0lt.E=0.4__

H.OD 65.0a '+293.74 0.2Z5E-)4 1245.737 1308.089 4508.55 0.229E-04

_. __ 1.2.•...00 --2P ..,00 58.5_5_--l.0 0-,,-3.3.2£..=.0_4 r 8.3..2:.•.8.5.8. I.93.L._9.4.8 6I.4.8 .•.l-6__ 0._1-5~5-E-OA.-

0

18.00 128.00 7026.12 0.44ZE-J't 2453.143 2575.930 7377.79 0.ll6E-04



D. 14 DEVELOPED FLOW
----- ---_._----

•

------------------------.'e~A-nlVo_E-te_NG.HT--=-O•..O_tt-~1"ETER:----'--------------------------------------_._-----------,
.-

FLOW "CURRENT REYNOt.DS l'lASS TRANSFER SHERWUJD SHERWOOD REYNULDS BD. t.AYER

RATE DENSITY .. NUMBER<.D). CDEFFICIENT NUMBER('D) NU~1BER(U NlI'MBER(Ll THICKN'ESS

(LiMIN) (A/M*';'Z) IU.LESS)' r ,'lIS)' lU.r.ESS) rU.Lt:SS)' lU.LESS')' . (METER)'
-------- --,----- -------- ------------- -------- -------- -------- ---------

lJOO . rz-;-rrO 00,0 O.4L5E-05 ZZ9.98'Z 321.991 0.0 O.IZ4E-03
I..

1.00 . 14.00 390.34 O. 484E-0 5 Z68~3I3 375.65'6 546.50 0.106E-Q3

. •.
T;""5"O 20.00 915.85 0.691E-05' -' 383.304 536 •.65Z 1366.26 0.745E-04

\

,
4.00 Z6.00 1561.36 0.898E-05 498.295 . 697.648 ZI86.01 0_.57_3E-Q4, •.

•,
----- -

5.50 • ,30.00 Z146.87 0.r04E-Olf 574.956 80.4.978 .3005.77 o .497E-04'

8.00 36.00. 3122.72 [)._1Z4E- 0_4 61i2-.-5L4..7 955._93_4. g.33.2.••0.2-0 .•AIAE=-0_4_,_

•
11.00 52 .00 4293.74 0.I80E-04 9,96.590 ,1395.296 - 6011.53 0.287E-04.
15_._0.0 8.2.•.0_0 5..8.5.5.•_.1.0 D..2.8.3.E..=.O 4 L.5..7-L~5...4-5 2.2.o.0~•.2-D 8.L...9.7__5-5__ 0.•.1.8-2_1O-0.4--.

18.00 ll2.00 7026.12 0.387E-04 2146.500 300,5.252 9837.05 0.133E-04



"
D. 15

',-
DEVELOPED FLOW

-~ --- - - - - - - - - ------~------------------------------------------------

--~---------------;------,e_A-ntft:)'E-r:__c'NGNT-=-();'cr.,_I"rETER ,
<

~._-----_"':-_---------------------_"":-'-------~--------------------------

• •

, RE'(l,mL,D_S__ 3JJ_.':U\XE.e. _

NUMBERlll THICKNESS

IU.lESS1' lt~ETER)'

'FLO\-J CURRENT" REYNOLDS MASS TRANSFER SHERWDJjJ SHERWOQr,
RATE DENSlTY NUr~BER(D) COEFFICIENT NU~1BER(D) • NUMBERfll

( LlM1Nl (A/M':"~2 1 lU.LESSl ('I4IS1. (U'~lESS )' W.LESS),
-------- ------- -------- ---,----- - - - -- -------- ------------------------~,'--------------------~,------------------------------ ,

,~ 1

•
812~0~jJ 2732.52

0,.0

1.00

2.50,

i'j .00

18.00

20.00

b~o-- o.3-45E-05 ,191.552

'390.34 o .622'E-D5 344.973

975.85 0.591E-05' '. 3830304

156r,,36
.

0.898E-05 498.295
; ~- .
2146.87 00107E'-J4 594.121

335.407.,
. .'603.734

670..815

1039.764

'0,0

5.fL'2.!.J 3

1707.82

•

',,' 3757,21

0.149E-03

o .8.2.8 E- 03_'_

0.745 E- 0.4

..
.0_•.5_I;tE-=.D~

0.481 E-o.4

3122.72 J.,l 2 8E:-J'4 709 •.1.1.2 I 2.'LL'.0.0.8 5_4.6.5.Lo..3~_Q._"__o.3.E=0_4..__
,I ' , .,

4293.74 0.165E-J4 919,929 16J9,956 7514.41 0.311E-04,

58SS.tO D.,.263E-Cl't . L45..Q. •.5.5 4 25_43.~o..97 1.0.2..4.6....9.3__ 0.•.1-96-"- Ok.•.----,
, .

70.25.12 IT.366E-J4 20.31.510. 35550320. 12296,31 0.I41E-04



D. 16 DEVELOPED FLOW'--------------

----------------------c-,~-TfraD1:-LE"N'GHI~071_o_:o1tTER

t.

FLOW'

RATE

(LININ)

CURRENT REYNOLDS,

DENSITY NUNBER(DJ
•

IAfM**2) (U.LESSr

MASS TRANSFER 'SHERWDOD

COEFFICIENT NUMBERl"D1

( MIS) (V.tESS r

SHERWOOD REYI'iOLDS B.Q._L~A~Y~E~R~' _

NUMBERILl' .' NtH~BER(Ll THICKNESS

. (U.LESS)'. W.LESS)" I'METER)
\ ---;----

0.339 E-04

,

o .523 E=.O_4:

0.466E-04

0.745E-04

0.596E-04

7514.41

5465.03

0.0 0.156E-03

3415.64

1365.26

15028.8"2

,_~ __L05l3.0.•.03__ Q..A03.E=0.4__

• .. 0.0 9.00 0.,0 . 0.311E 05 172.487 603.733

. ••
1.00 20.00 39[J•.34 . o :691E-oS' 383.304 1341.630

.

2'750 25.00 975.85 0.864E-05 479.130 1677.038
'.

. .
4.00 • 28'.50 • 1551.36 • J.985E-05 ;546.208 1911.8.22, ,

•
5.50' 32.00 2146.87 oollIE-04. 613.286 2146;608

8.00 37.,00 3122.72' 0.I28E-04 709'.U.2 2A.8.z_._0.~

1I .00 {t4.00 4293.7'i Ooi.52E-J4 843.268 29510 585

•
____ 1.5.00 • 65 .9_0 5'855._.dO [J_.22.5:E.::.J-'t L2..43_~I3-7. tt.36.O'•.Z___9.3 Z0-4_9-3_.,8.6-_0.•:2,2_9.E-04-

18.00 85.00 7025.12 0.297E-04 1648.206 5769.008 24592.63 0.173E-04



--------~--------~~-~--------------~-,-----_.__._----------------~--------------------------------------------

O. 17 DEVELOPED FLOW--------------

---------------------e-kTHElDE-ttN'5"ftT-=-o.-r-~~1cIER:

fJ

FLOW :URRENT REYNOLDS rlASS TR,1:NSFER SHERWOOO S'HERWODO
RATE OENS lTY NU~lBER (0 I COEFFICIENT NUMBER 1"0)' NUMBERl"tl

.( L//lIN)' (A/M**21 (V.LESS 1 ( rll S I (V.tESSl IU.tESSl- - -- --- -- ------- -------- ------------- -------- --------

REYNOLDS BO. LAYER

NUMBERILl THICKNESS

IU.tESSr (METERr

0.0 /7U0 0.0 . a.24ZE-OS 134.156 704.356 0.0 0.213E-03

1.0J 16.00 390.34 0.553E-J5 305.543 1609.957 2049.39 0.932E-04-~,

2.50 23.00 975.85 0.79'5E-05 440 •.799 2314.312 5123.46 0.648E-04

4.00 ' 26.00 1561036 0.898"E-05 498.295 2616.179' 81.2..7_,-54 O_'.~B_E..=-Oli__

5.50 30.00 2146.87 Ool04E-04 574.956 3018.667 1I27I.62 0.497E-04

p.OO 36.00 3122.72 O.124E-J4 68..2..._9_43 3.6.2.2.._4.0.2 L6.3.9.5.•~0_9__ 0.•AL4.E:=.01f-

11.00 43.00 4293.74 0.149E-04 824.103 4326.754 22543'.25 0.347E-04

____ 13.0J 56._0.0 58~d,O 0.d.9-3.E.:::.J4 1.0.7.3.•.25.0 56.3-4-•.8-4_4 3.0L4.0.•_7_9__ 0."Z66.e- 0-4--

18.00 70.00 7026.12 0.242'E-04 1341.563 7043.555 36888.95 0.213E-04



D. 18 DEVELOPED FLOW--------------
,

..
----- •......----------~------C_"TffaaEL:"E"iIIG.Ffr=_cr.zU_i'fFTE"R:

;"

(METER)
--------- jI>

fU.lESS')- •

, R E.Y...N,QL.o.S__ B.O.•_LAXE.B _
" .
NUMBERILI THICKNESS

FLOW CURRENT REYNOLDS' • MASS TR,I;NSFER SHERWDOD S"HERWQQO

RATE " DENSITY NUr-1BERID) .. COEFFICIENT NUMBER ro)' NUMBERfLI

ILltlINI I AI~P'; 2)' IU.LESS) I MIS) lU. LESS)- lU.U,SS)'
-------- ---- --- .:-------- ------------- -------- --------. .

• o'

0.0 1.50 I , O~O a.259E-05 l't3.739 1006.223 0.0 0.199E-03.
"

, . . ''.1.00 15.00 390.-34 0.518E-05'
,

287.478 2012'.444- 273 2.52, 0.994E.-04 .•• •
•

2. 50 22.00 975.85 0.76DE-05 .421.534 2951.587 6831.29 0.678E-04
0 \

4.00 28.00 1561.36 0.967E-D5 . 536.525 3756.564 I0930.D5 O_.3::,-2.E-=-O.lf..--
, •

5.50 33.00 2146.87 Dol l'tE-'-04 632.'i-5I 4427.3'79 ",1502'8.83 0.452 E-04
"

•
8.00 '. 43.00 3122.72 OoI49E'04 ,8_2'Lo~I_D3 5169 •.0.0_8 2.1.8.6.0.'.1.3_'_0 .•.3.4.1.E=.0_"'---

11.00 53.00 , 4293.74 0.183E.-04. '. 1015.754 7110.637 30057.67 0.281E-04. '

15.00 ' 64.00 5855.10 o • .221 £.-=--0_4 L2.2.6..•.2..72 &5.8.6.•.4..3.4- !i.o..9,al••_7..3__ ci, •. 2-3-3-E=.O,~
I

18.00 73.00 7026.12 0.252E-04 1399.058 9793.895 49185.27 0.204E-04



D. 19 DEVELOPED FLOW--------------

----------------------'C'A"THODt:-t"l:NGHT---0....-z5--"rETER

FLOW CURRENT REYNOLDS MASS TRANSFER SHERWOOD SHERWOOD REYNDlDS BD. t.AYER

RATE DENSITY NUMBER(0) COEFFICIENT , NU~1BERI'D) NUMBERIL) NUNBE~I l I THICKNESS

IL7rUNl I A/M':'*21 IU.LESS )' I r4/ S J' (U.tESS) I U.t.ESSI' W. LESS)' ( METER)---_._--- ---_._-- -------- ------------- -------- -------- -------- ---------
000 10'.80 0.0 O. 3"73~-0 5 206.984 1811.201 0.0 0.138E-03

1.00 20.00 390034 0.691E-0'> 38'3.304 3354.076 ' ,3415.64 0.745E-04-

2 • .:>0 29. 00 975.85. O.I 00 E-O4 555.791 4863.410 8539.11 0.514 E- 04

4.00 38.00 1561.36 o .I31E-04 728.277 6372.74~ 13562'.58 0.392E,,04

5.50 45.00 2146.87 0.155E-04- 862.4-33 1'546.668 18786.04 0.331 E-04-

-~--
8.00 58.00 31ZZ.72 0.200E-04- 11.1.1..•581 91.2..6..•_82..0 2..1.3,z.5_._L6__ 0_•..Z5_7~E.=..0_4__

II .00 57.00 4293.74- 0.231E-04 1284.061' 11236.148 37572;09 0.222E-04
-
1..5~00 76.00 2J!5...2.-1.0 Q..•..ZJD..E.=..Q..4 L4.5..6.~5.5A ') 2..7':-4.5..•-4..&8 5..LZ-3..'t..•6-L..-O.-l-9 ..5'E- 0.4--

18.00 82.00 7026.12 D'.283E-04 1571.545 13751.711 6HBl.51 0.182E-04



D. 20' DEVELOPIN3 FlOW AITH OUT ENTRANCE A.D EXIT EFFECT-------------------------------------------------

.-'---------------------("-eA-T~If)D'E-r_cNGF1'T-,=-o_;o_r__l.n:ITR ';
"

FLOW' CURRENT REYNOLDS MASS"TRt<NSFER SHER:WOOO SHEJ3.b'.O0 0 RE.Y..NDLO~S__ B.O.•..:LA.Y~E.R

RATE • DENSITY NUMBERID) . COEFFICIENT NUMBERl'D) NUMBERIL) NU~IBERIL)' "'THICKNESS

r L/MINl IA/M**21' rU.LESS) C M/S) (U.LESS) (U.lESS'l' ' IU.LE:SSI .4IMETERI
-------- ------- ------_.- ------------- -------- ----,---- -------- ---------

" •.' , •
0-.-0 14.00 0.0 0.484E-OS' , 258.313 93.914' 0.0, 0.106E-03, ,

. - .
1.00 24.00 '390.34 0.829E-05 459.964 160.996 136.63 0.6V.E""0.4 __

. . •
2.50 37.00 975.85 0.128E-04 709.112 248.202 3,+1.56' 0.403E-04,

.&....-.-..r-. -- ---
•4.00 50.00 "1561.36 0.173E-04 958.259 335.4.0] 5_4.6.•.5.0__ 0.•.2.9.8..E.=,0.L-

•

5.50 60.50 2146.87 0.209E-04 1159.494 405.843 . 751.44" 0.246E""04, . ...
8.00 80.00 3122.72 0.276E-04 1.~3_3_•.2.1.5 . 5.3.6.,,6.52 1.0.93.•.0.1_'_0 .•.L86.£=.0_4__
• • ,.
11. DO 110. DO 4293.74 0.380E-04 2108.170 737.896 1502.88 0.l36E-04

15. DO lP.Q .•DO 58.5.'hJO 0.553E=.QS 3.0.6.6.•~2..8 1.0.1:.3.•3.0.4 2.0.4.9.•39 __ 0.•.9.3.2.E~D-5--

18.00 210.00 7026.12 0.725E-04 4024.688 1408.712 2459.26 0.710 E-05



D. 21 DE VElOPI NG Ft OW ;; ITH OUT ENTRANC E AND EKIT EFFECT---~---------------------------------------------

C-"TFlUDl:rFNG'Ff'---=-O-:-rrz--r'fETER:

FLOW CURRENT REYNOLClS

RATE DENSITY NUI'1BER (J)

(L/mN)," ( A/H*':' 2) I U.lESS)'_._,-_._--- ------- --------

HASS.TRANSFER

COEFFICIENT

( MIS}-------------

SHERWOOD

NU,'IBER ('i)')

(V.t.ESS}

SHER KO_QD RE-Y..N.D.LD.S_,_B.D .•_lA.nB _

NUMBER(ll . NlJMBERlll, • THICKNESS "

(U.lESSI IU.LESSI IMETERI

2.':)0 31. 00 975; 85

,
4.00 4) .00 1561.36

5 •.50 46.50 2146.87.
8.00 56.00 3122.72

II .00 72.00 4293.74 ,

15.0j. 102'.00 5855.10.
18.00 132.00 7025.12

0.0 20.CfO"

~

0.207E-04

0.710E-04

0.321E-04

0.745E-04

0.lt81E-04

° '-113E-04

° ':~.I?E-04•

•

0.0

583.13

4918.53

"273.25

1093.01

3005.77

1502.88

•__ ~!i.O_9_B.._7-1 __ 0_•. L4.6.E=-Oh __

~ __ 2..LB_5.•_0_1_'_0 .•.2.6.6.E=-0A--

383.304 268.326. ,,-
i.02'.469 281.742

59<;.121 415.905

, ~ • ',f

765.507 536.652
•

0'

891.181 623.858
•

~
1073.250 __ liL,-3_L:'

•
1379.894 965.974

L2.5_'L.JL4.9 U.6.8.._4.63

2529.803 1770.952

".~

0.B8E-Oli

Ool5IE-04

o .193E-)lj

0.725E-)5

0.'t56E-J4

0.24~E-04

:J .352E-)4

0; 10 7E- 0 4.
•

•
lJ.O

390.34

'..
.,21'.001.0)



D. 22 DEVELOPING FLOW ~ITH OUT ENTRANCE AND EXIT.EFFECT-------------------------------------------------

•
, ,

•

C4T RDD1:TEi<f:7Ffr-;=-O • 0 ? 'fETER:----------------------------
1,

\-
"

.,
(METER)

.
fU.LESSl

SHER WO_OD RE_YN.O_LDS__ 6_u_._U YEil.
NU~IBERf L I " NUMBERfL J THICKNESS
(U.LESS1'

SHERWOOD
NU,'1BERCD)
IU.LESS)

~IASS TRANS FER
COEFFICIENT

,
(" /1/S)

REYNOLDS
NU~IBER (0)
IU.LESSJ

CURRENT
DENSITY
(A/M':":'2 J

FLOW
RATE

IL/MINJ

o • 0 rz-; 00 a •0 O-;-Z;r5E'..0-" -;(29.98-2 402.489 0.0 0.I24E-03

1.00 18.00

, .'
390:34

~'.'
0.622E~05 344.973 603.734"

."

683.13
'. 0.e28E-Oit

2750 28.50 975:-85 0.985E-05 546.208', 955.912 • 1707.82 0.523E-04

-------------~p----------------------------~------------
i'~ 4.00 ... 36.001561.36 0.124E-04 689.947 1207.468, 27 3 2 • 52' ; 0 •..!t..14 E - 0_4_,_,_'

0.126E-04

o .229E-04

0.355 E- 04

7514.41

3757.21

12296.31

,""

2180.148

3957.810

1408.712

""-,,,

804.938

2261.492

1245.737o ;225E-04

o .145E,-0l,-

.J .40 8~- 04

•

" ,_0,_03_.Li E - 1...4 LI2-"_.$6] ,3ill..8 .•.6..6-7 I.02.-4-6~._9_3__0_.-166~OA--

2146'.8742.00
~

~,

5.50

A _ nil • ',' ~ 1 _ l.i.O 3122.72
,

--
I 1 • 00 65".00 4293.74,,
15_._00 ,90.00 , 5_8.,25_•.10

18.00 118.00 7025012

- .~

--=:::' ~~~ ,



~,--
"

• O. 23 D::VELOPING FLOri WITH OUT ENTRANCE AND EXIT "EFFECT'----------------------------------_._-------------

,~ .•

-----------------------(e~A.THnDE-Lc.N"(,I'fT-~O_;_'Iu--,'rETEP

•
,

, '

RATE :DENSITY NUMBER(]I CJEFFICIENT NUMBERCD) NUMBERILI

(L/MINI IA/M**2) IU.lESS) r MISI IU.LESSI IU.LESSI

'FLOW CURRENT REYNOLDS ;~ASS TRANSFER SHERI-WOO SHE<. WD_O0 REX•.II.D.L.D_S_'_B.O••_L.AY_E.R _

NUMBERCLI THICKNESS

CU.LEssr (METERI--------
~

• •_"j" ., - . t '~

'Z5.5J 1561.36 0.881E~05,

0_.,z.62-£=Q.4- _

0.497E-04 ..

0.373E-04

,

., 0.2DE-;)]?,

r
0.119E-03'

,t ••.

0.0

1•

7514.41

3415:64~0.7Z7E-U~

,1366.26

24592.63 . 0.Z07E-04

15028.8Z

___ '_.LD..9,30.•.05__ o.._45.2.E=0_"_'_,_'

___ .2.M.2.3...B.6

,~_~_.5'-''t.Q.'i._Q3.,..-'-0_ •.5_8..5..E=-D,~''~_

,

469.570

83B.519

1375.171

134.156

392.-886 -

,
48S.lL2 17 1.0..-'.;;-7.8

574.956 201Z.444
". .~.,

-
.632...._'0 J 2.Z13c •.6.8.9

766.607 2683.259

LO.92..•.!tLS 3R2.3.L6..ftil

1379.894 4829.863

• 239.5650.43ZE-05

0.70BE-05

o .242E-05

0.lD';-E-04

0.138E":04

0.Zft'9E:-J4

,

"---_---' __ ,0,,_._ r 97.s. - J,4

"0-;;0

975.85

390.34

2146.87

_. __ ._ 8.114E-04

!c

lZ.50

30.00

zO.'50

5.50

.'
<~

D. 0, 7. 0"0

1,.00 '

;>750

8.00 3,;!,OO ':\1/7 ...77
, .,

•
-11.00 40.00 4293.74

l.5_,-O,O, 57.0D 582.hln'. Q,••..'
.

••
18.00 " 72.00 ,7026.1Z-,

_~ __ ~4.• 00



J-~-~-:'<""__' ~~ ~___ a••••••~"._ '. .....:_ •. ~:. - _~_o'f~-'_

D. 24 DEVELOPING' FtOW WITH OUT ENTR4NCE AND EXIT EFFECT-------------------------------------------------

-----------------_._--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------c-ATFluaE-cE~rGF1T--=-07ZO_rl"ETER

(METER)tU.lESS )'

SH ERWOOD R.E..'L'J.O.Ll2S__ BJl.._LA.Y~E~R~ _

NUMBERIl) NUMBER(ll THICKNESS

lU.lESS)

--_._.-
FLOW CURRENT REYNOtDS 'MASS TRANSFER SHERI,OOD

RATE DENSITY NUNBERI) CJEFFICIENT NUMBERfD)

IL/MIN) I A/M'~'~ 2) lU. lE S S )
,

IU.LESS)I ~l/ S )
-------- ------- -------- ------------- --------

""- ..
uou 10;00 0.0 0.34~~ 1-9-r~65-Z: 1341.630 0.0 0.I1t9E-03

1.00 10.00 390.34. . 0.345E-05 19'1.552 1341.630 2732.52 0.149E-03

~O 1!7.00, • 975.85
!,

:)~587 ,,"'05 325.808 2280.771 6831.29 o •.B77E-04

0.226E-04

0.49TE'04

0.253E-04

0.6lj.8E-04

49185.27

30057.67

10930.05

15028.83

7915.613

8854.758

4024.892

3085.749

574.956

4/t0.799

766 • 603 .5.3.6.6.'.5.2.Q L,LR5.0.d.3__ Q•.3.B.E=.0.4__

1264.902

1130.746

0.228;'-04

0.204E-04

D.lD4E-04

D.795E-D5

0.I38E'-J4

~ J•.~.2JU F- 04 1.L't..2.~9.U 80.4-9.•_7.8.1 ' 4.o-9.8.7.•_7_3__ 0-•.24S-E-=-0-4---

.~.
23:.90 1561035

.' ...•-:.

30.00 2146.87

40.00 3122.72

59.00 4293.74

---
50.::•.0.0 5_85_hL0

66.00 7026.12

4.00

5'; 50

8.0J

18.00

1I.00

15.00
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